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PREFACE 

In our time, job specialization has become increasingly common and 

has given birth to greater specialization in the mental pictures which 

we carry around with us. It has also caused the creation of unique 

vocal noises and written symbols which we use to represent these 11 ideas. 11 

The net result is that you and I are having a harder and harder time 

talking to and understanding the fellow in the next office or the 

neighbor down the street. 

Nowhere is this situation more sharply shown than in the old and 

11 new" Social Sciences. Each of the specialities - Psychology, Socio-

logy, Human Relations, and others - have their own peculiar mental 

conceptso To describe these thought images our friends, the theorists, 
.,"--,, 

must attach new definitions to common words~ or coin new words and 

symbols to stand for them. 

In either case we, as users of Social Science discoveries and 

techniques, are forced to rearrange our thinking methods. Since we are 

creatures of habit, this is an extremely difficult process and we 

may wonder whether it is worth the efforto It can only be worth the 

effort if these concepts provide us with sharper tools for analyzing 

and dealing with our problems in management. 

You will find, as I did 9 that the concepts presented in this thesis 

are abstract mental pictures almost totally different from any which 

you might now retain in your own personal ."mental library." Because of 

this, both the vocabulary and its usage may seem strange and unwieldly. 
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How~ver, if you will remember that the words and symbols are stri~t~z 

secondar:y; and that only the 11 ideasll for which they stand are of real 

importance, you will be able to see and to unde'rstand both the "forest 

AND the trees." 

I would like to express lI\1 personal thanks to Dr. Solomon Sutker 

for his initial inspiration; to Professor H. G. Thuesen for the loan 

of manuscript material and for his kindness in read.ing and commenting 

on this thesis; and to lI\1 adviser, Professor w. J. Bentley, for taking 

the ''role" of the patient listener. The· staff of the Oklahoma Agri-
···-· ,•, .... 

cultural and Mechanical College library were of il'.IJileasurable aid and 

the physical plant of ·the libra~y itself provided the best possible 

atmosphere in which to work. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis deals with organization and :management theory and the 

relation which Fo Ho Allport's Concept of Event-Structure has to ito 

Any contribution which it might make to the science of management comes 

as a result of a curiosity provoking analysis by the inventor and air= 

craft designer 9 Igor Io Sikorskyo In his autobiography, The Stor:y of 
-

the Winged - ~, Sikorsky associates his success as an inventor with a 

"mysterious faculty" which he calls "creative or inventive intuitiono 111 

This faculty permits the inventor to see a space-time framework through 

which he travels during his life-time and to extract from it informa-

tional keys needed in his worko That this line of reasoning is 

analogous» in a more scient ific way 9 to that of the perceptionist, and 

in the same area of study with the organization and management theorists, 

will become more apparent when referred to a fundamental problem of 

modern management. 

Modern management has been confronted with an almost overwhelming 

variety of techniques~ some o~ all of which are intended to be the most 

effective and efficient ways of understanding and manipulating the 

strategic factors of the environment. Recently there has been a strong 

1Igor I . Sikorsky9 Th~ Stor:,y: of the Willi@d - 2 (New York, 1938), 
p. 222 and Chapter XXII, pp. 223-241. 
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movement in Industrial Engineering to quantify ALL of the elements in 

the sphere of management and to provide .the executive'_wit h ~ ~~r::l,e~ o~ _ 

mathematical models showing the relationships of the various quantities 

involvedo 

These purely mathemati~l approaches either implicitly assume some 

framework 9 organization 9 or dynamic structure within which the model 

operates 9 or state that the functional relationships serve all of the 

requirements for structureo This approach has given rise to a number 

of problems 9 problems which ar e perhaps most clearly spotlighted by the 

multiplicity of conflicting techniq~es and results available to the 

interested readero 

The lack of a meaningful and 9 therefore 9 non-quantitative dynamic 

2 

structure with which to orgs.nize experiences and quantities 9 appears to 

be one of the basic reasons for the confusion and f or the less-than-

successful use of the pure quantitative approacho Those instances of 

satisfactory installation and operation of mathematical models cited in 
' 

the literature have two elements in common which may be used to prove 

the point. First~ the model builders involved have a relatively large 

amount of industrial experience. And 9 second 9 the time period for 
\ 

constructi~n and installation of t he model is in terms of months and 

yeareo It would be reasonable to conclude from these two facts that an 

implicit~ meaningful structure is present in the model buil der or that 

one is unconsciously developed over time through the adjusting of the 

modelo 

Since no way haai thus far been found to quantify meaning 9 it 

becomes necessary to postulate some kind of dynamic structure of a non-



qll?l,nt,:iLi;,lltive naturl':1! which will includ~ a placi':1l for quantities and the 

functional rela,tionshiprs o The fact, that dynarndc 9 mettning:t:'ul stru,cture 

3 

P:BJychology nos~h@ol vu find wH,h. th;ts as a base rE11jonciles various facets o.f 

... 2 men1.,o While this 19field "1 theory base is extremely flexible and quite 

useful it appears to lack some of the potential neces~ary to cope with 

the problem of meaning in relation to :mathematical constructso 

as he did 9 the social science disciplines with the express intention of 

looking fl!Jr a theory or theorie~ which wguld extend Barnard's hypotheses 

to meet the n~w conditions. 

Learning Theory 9 Perc:eption 9 Psycholingui.£llti,~si 9 P!llychology 9 Psiychiatry 9 

br©ught to light Fl@yd Ho AllportVs Concept ©Jf Evemt=Structure and shown 

that this theo:icy has p©s~ible appl:l.cati@n potemtials t1JJ the problem as 

outllnedo 

So 9 to accomplish the purpose of this thesis - to give :management 

a postulate of dynamic structure or organi~ation as a perceptual aid= 

2Chester Io Barnard 9 T.Xl!, Fu,ngt!Q~ Qf the ~~cutiVEl {Cambridgs 9 

1951) 9 Po 75 and p. 308 ffo 



1o To review and stumn.a.ri~e the organization th~ocy of 
Che~ter Io Barnard 

2 o To rev:1,ew and sunima!'1:zei the dyn8!Jl'.ic ewnt=structure theory 
of Floyd Ho Allport 

3o To show the relationship between the two theories 

andJ 4o To apply the concept of event=~tructure to Barnard 8s 
management the©cyo 

the Indusitrfa,1 Engineering and S©Jcial Scdence fields o 

gether those factors ~ihich gen~ral p@rception theory has shown alter 

the manager'~ accurate under~tanding of the physical; biological 9 and 

4 

molar approach and attempt to correlate those group and cultural factors 

mensely practical theory of Management Perceptiono 



CHAPTER II 

THE ORGANIZATION THEORY OF C. I. BARNARnl 

Would a thoroughly scientific approach to the problems of 
cooperative systems and organization provide a ~eful tool for the 
executive arts? It is :my belief that it ultimately would 9 and that the 
development of ~uch a scienc~ is important in future progress in these 
arts and hem.ce in cooperation geinerally. This belief is based upon re
flection concerning the failu.I"'e observed in many concrete instances to 
take into account all the ele~nts of the situation as a whole. This 
failure is promoted by a speci&lization in thinking that arises in part 
from th~ specialization of the sciences. The action whicp is the 
essence of orga.nizationy or the co~rdi:nation of action which is the 
function of the executi~1 relates to the synthesis of physical~ biolog
ical9 and s~cial factors.~ 

This ['llta. tement of basic ass·1W!l!pti©>n thr(l}ugh which Barnard sets the 

tone for hi~ presentation of organization and management theory may well 

act as a guide or trail ma.~ker for the review and summs.ry which the 

present writer will offer i.n the material which follows. This review 

and summary deals with just one segment= the segment concerned with 

theories of organization ~ of .Barnard Os book, ~ F-Jan.,..,Qj:;ion~ of ~ 

All ideas concerned with organization have been abstracted from the 

book and arr-anged in the f©Jllowing order g 1 9 Abstract Systems and Their 

Levels of Operationi 2 9 Physical 9 Biological and Social Systems 9 and 

lchester I. Bar-.nard 9 The Function of ~ kecutive (Cambridge 9 1951). 

Th6 :material which f©llow~ in this chapter is a condensation and in
t~rprets.tion of the ©~g~niiati~nal parts of this work and Barnard's 
vocabulary i~ carried owr. 

2 Ibid. 9 Po 290 
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Human Activities; 3 ,9 11 In.formal Orga ... n1zation11 ; 49 Gomrmmication.9 Common 

Purpose 9 and Willingness to Serve; 59 Unit Formal Organization; 6» Coop= 

erative Systems; 79 Comprehensive Cooperative Systems 9 and 8 J Complex 

Formal Organizationso 

To aid the reader in unders't,and.ing such higJ:,J.y condensed :material, 

a flow diagram will be used for illustration and referen©<9J 9 and will 

gradually oo built up into final form as the discussion progresseso 

Abstract Systems and The:ir Level~ of qpe:ra·tion 

A system is the cont,i:nuous » dyna:miel resultant which aomes into being 

when a nwnber of variable components are coordinated so as to remain in 

equilibrium. with themsebrss an.d with the extli:?lrnal factors which furnish 

material and limit actionn A system :ma.y starti (a) spontaneously§ 

(b) be planned from t,he beginning by one or more persons;; (c) be con= 

sciously set out from son:e existing system9 or (d) be split away from an 

existing system by some external or internal for0eo 

In any event» a system starts from the bottom up when coordination · 

creates something new w.hich is more or less than or differerrt in quantity 

and quality from anything present in the sum of the component part,s "3 

Because it is something other than the direct summation of its parts .9 

each element, must be int,errelated and :interdependent9 and variable not 

only in i tse.lf but also as the result, of th:i.s i.n.te:rrelation=interde-

pendenc:e and the pressure of external factors" A system can9 therefore» 

be treated su0ceissfully only as a wholeo 

Limits are set by the syste~,ae1=a=whole within which the con:rpone:nts 

311 'd" '79 )1 . 0 J p O , '. 0 
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might vary without causing a change to or a reaction from the systemo 

If the change in the components or their relationships falls outside the 

limits 9 either a new system will be created or there will be a change of 

state of the system. This establishment of a new system or set of con.~ 

ditions is usually the result of either a controlled or uncontrolled 

change in the timing:> the form or the ple.ce of some compon.ent. This 

component becomes, by definition» the "limiting or strategic19 factor. 

In t?e process of adjustment a system always has a propensity to 

expand until equilibrium can no longer be maintained. When this situa

tion prevails 9 the system9 in order to c:on't,::tnue to exist.o will tend to 

divide into a number of par·tial systemso These new systems may be 

complete» incomplete 9 subordinate, or dependent. The partial systems 

build on the sa.100 level and then)) level by le·vel until a complex is 

operatingo 

Elemental components thu.s become related tot~ whole complex 

system though many levels of subordinate systems and the inherent prop= 

erties of both the basic and the complex system Il'llltually limit each other 

as to sizejpurposep operating methodsp as well as the number, type and 

status of componentso 

As the complex develops by the addition of systems 9 it is 9 at every 

progressive level/) an organic whole system tied together by parts which 

are interacting with two or more subordinate systems.at the sa.100 timeo 

For purpose of this chapter we sh.all be concerned with physical 9 

biological 9 social9 and unit organizational systems at the basic level 9 

which together provide the elemen.ts for a cooperative systemo We shall 

also go beyond the cooperative system to superior organizations which 

are components of formal organizational complexeso 
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Physica1 9 Biol@gical and Social Systems» and Human Activities 

Three systems at the basic level are the physical 9 biological and 

social systemso These are called systems because the variable components 9 

from the separate environments 9 are coordinated so as to remain in equi

librium with themselves and with the environment external to them. 

Since they are systems 9 all of ·the general characteristics of sys~sms 

.noted in Section 1 above apply. 

F®r example 9 the. environmemtal elements from which they are for.med 

are interrelated and interdependent. This is the same as saying that 

the geographical aspects of the physical environment - location9 topo

graphyi> climate= interact with the property aspects such as buildings.9 

machines 9 and toolalo That the 61 facuJ.ties 81 and eaabilitiesio of individuals 

= mechanical power 9 sensory ability9 perceptive capacity9 imagination= 

operate in combination one with the other.:. And that 9 the ,social factors 

which prevailg (a) when individuals interact within a cooperative 

system; and (b) when the individual acts @n the group and the group 9 in 

turn» exerts influence on the individual 9 are mutually dynamico 

Carrying this premise - that system elements are interrelated and 

interdependent= to the next higher level 9 we can state that the 

physical 9 biological 9 and social systems are three of the four inter

acting partial systems which go to make up a more superior complexo 

This may9 perhaps 9 be made more readily understandable by referring 

to the following block diagram which shows the three systems and their 

paths of interaction. 
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Physical System Social System 

-·±=::-:, -- -- ' -

Figure lo Block Diagram of Physical 9 Biological 9 and Social Systems 

A .f\~urth partial system will be started by splitting out from the 

physical 9 biological 9 and social systems acts or activities of human 

beings which can ultimately be consciously coord.i:natedo These acts may 

be the reaiult of deliberatej) calculated thi::»ught or may be unconscious 

and responsiveo For the purposes of our study it should be noted that 

we will in the end be most interested in those significant aspects of 

acts which are not pers©Jne.l but which are determined by the imperso:r\.al 

~ystem as to their manner 9 degree 9 and timeo 

By using this device of analysis 9 variations resulting-from physioal,ll 

biological 9 and social forces are relegated to the position of external 

factors and the new partial system might then be an aspect or component 

which is common to all complexes on the next higher levelo 

The preceding block diagram may now be modified to illustira.te this 

stepo Since the processes under discussion are dynamic 9 the diagram 

portrays interrelationships and interact,ions and 1EL, the ref ore 9 tLflQR_. 

@.ag;r=~o With this in mind 9 single lines will b~ drawn to represent 

the two-way flow arid the reader is asked to bear this in m.i.ndo 
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Figure 2o FJ.ow Diagr'8JD. ·Showing· -the· Orig:Ln i 

of Activities 

Those human contacts)) activit,ies and acts which result~ (a) con

sciously through personal choice or motive; (b) accidently through 

random contact because ot g!;l9graphi@~l. prox:i.mity9 or (c) incidently 
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through operation in formal· 011ganization for jointpurpose1 are loosely 

grouped together by their :interaction with the physical, biological, and 

social systems into 111 inf'orma.l arganizations .. " 

Sinca these 111 informal organizations11 have noi common.9 n<:>n=personalll 

joint purposes of their own9 they must be indefinite and struetureless1 

a mere grouping of activities without subdivisiono As aggregates of 

interactions they give rise t~ means er averages and sets of limits of 

41t should be noted that the phrase 16 informal organiza.tion!O is an 
anomaly= a contradiction of words= since Barnard's definition of 
18 erganizationlll preciludes such a thing as an 111 informal .organization." 
TherefGre» whenever the term is used in this review it will be placed in 
quotation marks and the reader should mentally s~bstitute a term such as 
"informal grouping10 in its place. 
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variability 0 5 In this manner activities of people are accwnulated and 

their means or averages become the unconscious processes of society such 

as customs 9 norms of behavior, habits 9 ideals, and institutions. 

This accumulation process can only operate as long as there are 

activities of a type which can be aggregated9 and a particular or 

specifi~ "informal @rganizationr11 wlll only exist when this is trueo The 

life of the specific •1 informal organizationl!l is thus dependent upon thl.e 

types of activities available 9 their quantity~ and the external factors 

of the environment which group them togethero 

Because of the dependenoy of people= the contributors of activities 

- on the end products of r111nrorma1 organization" there is built into the 

process an inertial factor which norm.ally prevents any large scale or 

abrupt changes from taking placeo Such inertia requires that some device 

be formally set UJ> which will more 5.mmediately take_ care of departures 

outside the limits of the 16 informal organization16 and which will ~:nsure 

a continuous supply ef activities that can be aggregated. This phase of 

organization will be developed further in the se@tions of the chapter 

whi©h f ollcf!!T'o 

It may be profitable to digress slightly at this point and to offer 

a crude and imperfect analogy to 19 informal organization18 whieh might 

~lear up some of the confusion whi@h Barna.rdos explanation and useage of 

the term has causedo 

5The term "aggregate11 as used in this chapter n:iay be defined as a 
1 oose grouping o · 
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In the operation ~fa non=automati© produc:tion lathe the machinist, 

the tool setter.9 and the tool gr:i.nder supply mEmtal and physiGa1 efforts 

through adjusting and rurming the machine for the production of parts to 

a C(£lrtain Sp<!:il@if'ied sizeo The ma~hine 9 its c:Ompen.ents and the raw stoc:k 

are the physical environmento The machinist9 the tool sette:t\, and the 

t@ol grinder compose the biological systemo And the two together inter

act, with the social en.vir0m.n1ento 

Now9 the produ©3t of the machi.ne is a series of activities such. as 

the moivement @f the lathe tool across and into the work piece to bring it 

to final diameter and lengtho If the ©@nsecutive work pieces made in 

this way are measured it "Will be feimd that while the activities of the 

lathe have varied i~rati@ally9 they fall into a loose grouping with top 

and bottom lirrd.tso 

This loose grouping is what the sta,tisticians ©all a universe or 

a distribution and is quit@ ©ompaJrabl~ to Barnard I s n informal organiza-· 

tion"rn It is structurreless 9 indefinite and has n@ subdivisionso Its 

mean or average can be determined m.athemati@ally9 just as the norm of 

the activities of a gr~up gf pe@ple @an be developed by a:nalysiso When 

the machinist is cihanged 9 a new t,ypis of material substituted or new 

tools used 9 the limits of the ac:·tivi'ties of the lathe may change ©On= 

siderably and thus create a new univ·erse o In t,he same marme:r 9 new and 

addi t,ional 10 inf 01•mal orgauizations: 00 i'IJOme into being 0 

The variations in the a©tivities of the lathe require that formal 

organizations be established to insure that ·the behavic;r falls within 

acceptable limitso These formal o.rganizaticms are usually kn@wn as 

statistitea.l quality ~ont:rol and prodm]tion inspection., 

Based on this l:lL:ne of thinking c.vur flow diagram will nw look like 
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LThe connect,ing pathway betweEin activit,ies and 10 i:nfornial orge.nizationin 
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is shown running to and through 18 informal organizationo II The reason for 

this will bec:oma apparent when the later sections e:f this chapter are 

8:l,..'J)lainea._J 

One of the human acti·17it,ies found in on info:r:rnal o:rganization10 is 

The methods of comrmmi.~ation normally available in human int,1Sraction 

a.reg (a) oral and writt,sn language; (b) motions or ac·tions of obvious 

meianingi and (e) signaling by vari@us meanso Combinations and variations 

of these methods have been develQped to take care of :many special needs. 
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The codes of mathematics 9 vector analysis and chemistry are responses of 

this typeo Demonstrations us.ing visual aids and operating models have 

become almost standard practi~e in the teaching field., Signaling can 

take pla~a either physically 9 meeha.n.foally 9 electrically 9 or ele«'3tron= 

icallyo 

If the partfoipants can see each other9 and the whole situation,, 

the amount of ~oilll!'.!llni©ation needed may be smallo The same is true where 

activities are habi·tual and skilled9 or where they take place in long 

established team operationso On the other hand,9 if the interactions in= 

volve complex material whfoh is di.ff':l.@ult to transmit 9 a large amount of 

©omnrunication may be requiredo To handle the volume 9 special channels 

might have to be crea:teid o::r a ©onibin.ation of methods usedo 

When the demands of p@rsonal interaction and the pressure of ex= 

t.ernal factors exceed t,he @apaeity of the par·ti@ipants (a) to ut.ilized 

the known methods of @oxmrru;;1foa·tion Gr (b) .to @reate new :methGlds or new 

combinations of old methods 9 the eixistenee of the uuinformal organization18 

is threatenedo If in this si.tuation the parti@ipants 9 because of their 

reliance on the ©onstancy of its end prcdu@ts 9 find that it is of per= 

sonal interest to all of th®m tGJ preserve the exist,ing 11 i.nfor:mal organ= 

ization9 11 the ,~mrironmerrt has provided the conditions under which common 

purpose ,fuay be disCJoveredo 

Cormnon or group pu:rpGse 9 the:n9 @omes into existen@iSJ through the 

process of lim:i ting the @ondi·tio:n,IB of ©hoice wh.foh the partieipants may 

makeo These li.mitations of' ©ho:lL@iei a1°e imposed by the physi~al» bio= 

logical and so~:1.al environments individually and in unisono For example, 

repeated person.al @ontMt, takes pla@e ii:m uu inf'@rma.111 and formal organiza=, 

zati.ons and is li:mit,ed as the J;'·esuJ;t of' t,he interaot,iono Participants 
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are then in the position of being able to re~ognize the similarity of 

their needs and interest.so Comm@n or group purpose is the product, of 

this recognitiono The same resu .. ltant ~rui appear through the conscious 

efforts of a single indb·id'©i.a.lo He (l)a.11 limi.t the choic® 0>f a number o.t 

people in such a l'.lilanne~ that @ommon purpose is forthcomingo 

In order to appeal t@ a ra:nge @f people and to insure their ~ontri= 

bution of activities to the aggregate 9 ©ommon purp@se must be social but 

non=persr.malo It, must be sometthi:ng whicih the parti©ipants believe ©an 

be ©arried outo And it nmst suggest to them foreseeable satisfactions 

whi~h9 when judged on a perso.n.tl 9 subjecticv® basis 9 outweigh the burdens 

involved and the offerings of alternative purposes. 

Only when the CJonditions noted above have oore:n .fttl.filled will there 

be a general willingness to serve or t!'JJ ciontribute; efforts in pursuit of 

a joint or common purposeo Such a @ontribution of activities means that 

the individual must redi.rsca:t the energies he originally devoted to 

immediate personal satisfaction of needs and wants., He will oml;r make 

this reapp!Qlrtionn:ent when he believes the net satisfactions to him will 

be greater than any he could achieve on an individual basiso With this 

belief conf:.ll.Jrmed he wi.11 surrendei:!1:" @ontrol of his personal conduct t@ 

the impersonal system of acts created by the formulation of a c::0>mm@ia 

purposeo 

Whether ~OmnllJ.nication9 ~omm@~ pUX'POSe and willingness to serve 

deYelop in the loose groupi101cg o>i' activities which Barnard has Clalled 

00 informal organization9 ao or l...rhethe.lf they d:ire~tly result from an immed= 

iate 9 sprQ!ntaneous combinat,ion oif activities from ·the physi!Cial 9 biolog= 

ictl and ~Wlll'.:lia.l systems" depends upi::»:n the ~onditions of the enviromnent 

and the intensity iQlf demandso I:n eiithsll:" ©ase 9 t,hey are added to ou.r 
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flow diagram in the following manner 9 ·the pathway 0oming d:i.reertly from 

activities or from win.for:trutl. organization., 99 

~~oation 

b;on Pu:rpfJse 

l Willingness to Servl\'ll 

Figure 4o C:onnect,:i.on. BetMeen Communi©at.ion, Common. 
Purpose and Willingness to Serve» and 

11 Informal Organization81 

Unit, Formal Qrr:>ga:nlzation 

In Sl\'llction 2 it was stated that the physi©a.1 9 biologfoal and social 

systems a:!C'e three of the f'iWur .int;eracti:rilg partial system.,; which go to 

make up a more sup~ri@r ©@.mp1ex., A devfoe of analysis= that of split= 

ting out from these thr.~e syst,ems the a©ts of human beings = was ta be 

the :means: of drawing togeth@1'." th~ elemerrtis whiC1h compose the fourt,h 
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partial systemo Since then we have ssen how this te@hnique spotlights 

the elements of co:immm.i@ation9 @OlllllIDJm p'lill"pQlSe and willingness to serve .. 

It is now possible to say that a combination ~f these three elements, 

and the a@tivities of human beings to which they are related9 form the 

basis for the fourth partia.1 9 impersonal system., The ability to co1n= 

municate leads to common purp~se., Common pu.:rpose 9 in turn.9 acts as the 

00 coordi:nating and unif'yimg princ:i.plellll to the system :made up (!)If essential 

a~tivities ~r forces .. These efforts of human beings are predi@ated on 

a personal willi.ngness to serveo 

When the @ombinat:i.on lb)f the el<i!lments is appropriate to thia external 

conditions of the moment we have what Barna:rd ~alls 111 organization.,au He 

defines organization as aua system ~f @onsoiously c~ordinated person.al 

activities or for~es 00 or P.Oa system of IQ:@operativ($ activities of two or 

more persons O •1 6 

As we stated earlier9 and have sin~e shown, this definition comes 

into being through the usiai of a deviee ()f ana.l.ysis.. 111 An organization is 

magneti@ fields whi©h the physi~ists us~ to structure the data and ex= 

periences of their spe@ial t,y ,,,7 Lik® all fields of forces» an organ:tza= 

tiona.l field @an not be direcit.ly des~ri'bed.9 but :nm.st be dealt with in 

terms of the evideno@s ©f the effeets of the field., Since the eviden@es 

cf the field are the actions @f h:l.!'!D.all!. beingsp Barnard takes these 

personal activities and bri:Uds the 18 12onstru.ct1n definition noted· above to 

provid.$ a useful tool f@r the study of business operationso 

6Ibid.» p. 72 and Po 75. 

7Ibid. 
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Since an organization is a sys·tem!) it may start,z (a) spontaneously'.; 

(b) be planned from the beg1.nning by one or more persons9 (c) be con= 

soiously set out .from somsi existing system9 or (d) be split away from an 

existing system by some external or lnternal forcie., The beginning is 

always smallo Once started!) it will expand until equilibrium can no 

longer be ma.intainedo The strategi© factor limiting this expansion is 

t,he necessity .for co1DD1UD.ication.o As a result/) comnn:mication limitations 9 

through their interaction with ·the other ele:roonts of the system!) largely 

determine the form. and extent of organizationo 

The unit organization is at the most basic level and our flow 

diagram shows 9 in summa..t:"Y., that :i:t, has its origin in the activities of 

human beings which are extracted from the physical.9 biological.9 and 

social systemso These a.cth'ities furnish materials from whfoh coillll11m

ication9 common purpose and willingness to serve are molded9 the molding 

taking place through iuinformal organization1U or directly from the 

activities themselveso 

It, should be noted that Barnard.0 when applying his construct 

u organization)) eu ©alls it IUformal organization" to distinguish it from 

"informal organization"" This procedure will be .followed here to 

conform to h.is usage 9 although :i.t is not, necessary as m.entio~ed in the 

footnote at the beginning of the se©tion9 10 Infor:mal Organization.,'~ 
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Cooperat,.ive Systeml:l 

We ha.,re seen how formal organization results from a spli.t=off of 

the acts of human beings and we ll(l'.l)W know that it is the fou.rth partial 

system of a mo:re superior ©ompl.ex., That more superior complex is a 

10 c oop16ra ti we system. 10 

Physi~al. 9 biological and social elements are bound together by 

formal organization in sucih a. manner as to permit Barna.rd to define a 

©ooperative syst.em as @a ©omplex ©f physi©al., biGlogi©al» personal, and 

so©ial ©ompone:nts whi©h are in a speicdfi@ systemati@ relationship by 

reason of the ©©operation ©f tw@ or more persons for at least one definite 

end. in 8 

Because of (a) ©onstant, changes in the physical environmem.t9 whfoh 

(b) demand internal adjust,zrent,s., that tend to lead to (c) alteration of 

the pu:rposes of action.9 the existen@(;ll of a c0>operative system is an a'b= 

normal rather than a normal @onditiono The system is in©essantly 

dynamic, and depends first and foremost on a double coordination of time 

©r invented 9 and their proper placing devised., 

All of the factors whi~h apply to systems in general. 9 apply t© 

with the ©~operative system so that both the @hara~ter of the ©omplex and 

the cha:racteir of the par"tial systems a:Ife :mutually determined., Changes in 

one of the partial systems whi0h are greater than the limits set by the 

8Ibido 9 Po 650 Barnard makes a division of the biological system at 
this point in his exposition whielh is not pertinent to our summary·. 



cooperative system will produce a change in the system=.as=a,...whole. 

System equilibrium is the fundamental consideration. 
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When the cooperative system achieves an end it is said to be effect

ive. When it creates a surplus of personal satisfaction for the con= 

tributors, it is efficient. If the surplus is great enough, activities 

may still flow to the system even theugh the agreed=upon end is not 

achievedo Because of this, the best measure of system equilibrium. is 

its efficiencyo 

Returning to our flow diagram 0ncia again:, we find that our coop= 

erative system is comp~sed of two or m~re specialized unit formal 

organizations in relationship wi·th the physiireal, biological and social 

systemso This is trne because there is al.ways an 18 exe!Clutivellll unit 

along with the basi@ 19working19 unit organization., The interrelation= 

interdependen~® of the @omponents is now more apparento 
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2.3 

Comprehensive Cooperative Systems 

At this point, Barnard speaks of many different levels of COlll,=, 

plexity and interrelationship. Since this gives rise to some difficulty 

in understanding~ a more extended effort will be ma.de to describe the 

factors involved. 

Outside of the specific cooperative system which we discussed in 

Section 6 lies an all inclusive social environment containing other 

cooperative systemso These systems range from the most basic 9 at the 

level of our specific cooperative system? to the most comprehensive at 

the level of the church and stateo Each of these systems interacts with 

all of the other systems and with our specific cooperative system, but 

the degree of ir.1.teraction is dependent upon the directness of the 

relationship. 

To get a closer picture of this, let us re·view what we have said 

about abstract systems. You will recall that a system has a propensity 

to expand until equilibrium can no longer be mainta.inedo If it is to 

continue to exist9 it must then divide into a number of partial systems 

or create additional unitso These partial systems build on the same 

level and then» level by level 9 until a complex is operating. 

Now 9 exactly the same thing happens to the specific cooperative 

syst,emo When equilibrium c:an no longer be maintained 9 the system must 

either cease to exist9 split9 or create additional units on the same 

levelo Distances are shortest on this partial or unit system level and 

the relationships most directo 

Demands for coordination become greater and greater as the number 

of partial systems on this level increases., Su.ch c,:,ordination pressure 

causes the creation of a 11 su.perc=leader11 unit which· must function from 
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the level immediately above the partial systems. The super-leader unit 

is then a superior cooperative system and t~e degree of interaction be

tween it and the partial systems is less than the degree of interaction 

among the partial systems themselveso 

Thls building process continues.9 level by level 9 as long as equil

ibrium is presento The degree of direct interaction between the partial 

systems on the basic level and the most superior level lessens proporc~ 

tionately as the distance between levels increases. Because the systems 

at each and every level are lll!:litually dependent 9 they are mu.tually limited 

in their purpose and ways of operation9 as well as in the nwnber9 char= 

acter and status of the contributorso 

As we progress up the ladder ef co:mplexity9 it becomes evident that 

the systems at each level are superior to those immediately below them 

and are at the same time incomplete 9 subordinate to.9 and dependent on 

the systems on the levels above themo 

While this internal con;,lexing of the specific cooperative system 

is taking place 9 other cooperative systems in the social environment 

outside arep at every level9 in mutl!lal relationship with it. The in

fluence and the effects which they have on the cooperative complex are 

a function of the distance between themo For instance» if both the 

specific cooperative system and the external c~operative system are 

:local industrial plants employing the sam type of skilled personnel 9 

the wage scale paid by one of the plan.ts has an immediate effect on the 

availability of contributors= craftsmen= to both of the plantso 

Contrast this example with the case of the one=owner grocery and the 

chain supermarket. Changes in the pricing policy of the chain store 

have only a remote effect on the grocery, since the purposes 9 the 
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services 9 and the levels on which they operate are so far aparto 

Complex Formal Organizations 

In the last two sections we spoke exclusively about simple and 

comprehensive cooperative systems which are composed of physical 9 biolog

icalp soeialJ and organizational components and ignored the device of 

organization which had been so carefully constructed in the earlier 

sectionso This was done to lay the groundwork for the material which 

followso 

We know from this discussion that the specific cooperative system 

develops on the basie level and from there expands level by level until 

a complex is operatingo We know also that this complex interacts with 

an all inclusive social environment containing other cooperative systems 

of varying levels of eomprehensivenesso We have found that the coop

erative system c:an not be dealt with directly because of the large 

nlllnber of poorly understood variableso Too9 we know that unit formal 

organization is one of the four partial systems which go to make up the 

simple cooperative system. And finally~ Barnard tells us that the 

organizational construct was devised for analysis because the variable= 

consciously c~~rdinated human activities= could be objectively manipu

lated .. 

With these facts in. hand it is now p~ssible to cope with complex 

formal organizationo The first step will be to say that the organiza= 

tienal eomplex build.a at the same time and in the same manner as the 

comprehensive cooperative system .. This is true because formal organ= 

:i.zation is 0ne of the four partial systems which go to make up the 

cooperative. 
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Using this basic premise and working from the bottom up by consid

ering the unit organization0 we can state that every unit organization 

in what will be the complex is a specialization as a result of the 

division of a general purpose into detailed parts. These specializations 

cone about when the following considerations are determined; (1) the 

place where the activities are to occur; (2) the timing involved; (3) 

the people who will interact; (4) the objective; and (5) the methods or 

processes to be usedo Working units are thus formed at the basic levelo 

The critical or strategie factor here is the necessity for 

co:mmunieationo The construction of the complex at this level must be 

designed to compensate for such a factor if equilibrium is to be main-

tainedo 

problemo 

Executive or super=leader UI1.its are one of the solutions to the 

So9 lateral growth takes place through the combination and 

creation of working and executive unit organizations. 

When lateral growth has reached its limit of equilibrium» the 

vertical building process begins and continues until a structure has 

been completed which is both effective and effic_ient from the view point 

of general organizational purposeo 

The resulting complex formal grganization is made an organic whole 

by the con~ribution of a single activity to two or more unit organiza

tions at the same timeo This is possible» for instance 9 when a person 

contributes to both a working organization and an executive organization 

by communicating certain orders or directiveso 

Because the organizational complex is a whole 0 changes in any of 

its parts outside signifieant limits cause change not only in the parts 

interacting with it but also in the structure of the organization-as=a= 

wholeo 
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Through the process of separating all of Barnard's ideas on 

organization from those basically involved with management, it has been 

possible to show the elements which form the construct 18 organization11 

and to demonstrate the way in which they a~e relatedo Starting with a 

knowledge of abstract systems 9 we have found thatg 

lo Physiea1 9 biological and social factors are inherent 

in any type of cooperative venture and that they can 

not be directly handled because of the many unknowns 

and intangibles which they encoll!Pass 

2o One thing which is common to the phys:i.cal9 biological 

and social systems 9 and to cooperationp is organization. 

3o "Organization is a field of personal 1forces 1 " with the 

activitie~ of hwnan beings as the evidences and the 

sources of the forces of the field 9 

4o The activities are loosely grouped together in ":informal 

organization" until conditions of communication., common 

purpose,)) and willingness to serve bring them together so 

that they may become formal organizational forces 

5. The foI'IDB.l organizational forces can be objectively 

manipulated as a system which builds from the unit level 

into lilll;ltileveled complexes .. 

and9 6. Cooperatlve systems made up of physical., biologicalp and 

social factors may be understood through the use of this 

foree=field theory 



CHAPTER III 

THE DYNAMIC EVENT=STRUCTURE THEORY OFF. H. ALLPORT1, 2 

Psychologist9 today9 are confronted with a bewildering array of 

theories or "hypothetical constructs" which have been developed since 

the beginning of scientific study in the fieldo The situation, in part, 

has been created by the fact that for every theory rejected9 there have 

been several new ones postulated to answer the same theoretical or 

experimental questiono In addition9 basic facets of the rejected hy

potheses 19 pop=up10 with regularity in some of the more modern efforts. 

Yet9 this morass of theoretical offerings stems from a single 

common purposeo If the data= which ·brilliant» creative research has 

generated= is to be useful, it mu.st be meaningful. to the user. It can 

only be meaningful to the user if he is able to mentally organize it 

into some type of ordered pattern or concept. 

F. H. Alportvs theory of event<=>structure is an attenpt to provide 

a method for meaningfully arranging not only·. thedata.'.·of :his_ special field 

of social psychology9 but the data of science in general. How well he 

lFloyd Ho Allport» 18 The Structuring of Events: Outline of a 
General Theory with Applications to Psychology," Is! Psychological~ 
~~ 61 (1954)p 281=3030 ' 

2 , Theories ,2l Perception~ .:!ill! Concept gf StruQ.=. 
ture (New York~ 1955)0 

The material which follows in this chapter is a condensation of 
these two works and AllportVs vocabulary is carried over. 

28 
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has accomplished his purpose •will be determined by efforts to apply the 

theory in many different fieldso 

For our undertaking of giving management a postulate of dynamic 

structure as a perceptual aidp Allportgs concept has been reduced to 

those significant essentials which the manager needs for understanding, 

and application to his proble:mso The first section is concerned with 

preliminary discussion and definition of structural elements., The 

fund~menta.ls of the theory of event-structure and its model are covered 

in step=by=step fashion in the second se©tion., Operation of the model 9 

the third section» shows the pla~e of quantitative factors in the non= 

quantitative structureo 

Preliminary Discussion and Definition of Structural Elements 

How does an aggregate» as an arrangement of events, come to be? 

By what process does the selection9 ordering9 and organization of quanti= 

tative laws take place? Are the quantitative laws themselves respons-

ible? From the 11 building-block11 theory of Mills» the field theory of 

the Gestaltists 9 the probabilisti@ and transactional. functionalism of 

Brunswik and Ames 9 and many others have come the answers to the above 

questionso However~ when they are put to the test 9 their shortcomings 

in explaining the prol!;'Jess by which events are patterned become apparer.i:t,. 

The most c:om.TJ1on weaknesses lie in ·(;he beliefs thatg (a) quantitat.ive 

order is the only order in nature» and (b) the true criterion of 

objectivity is measurement9 quantity9 or numbero 

According to Allport 9 quantit1 is not the true basic criterion of 

objective theory. An "identifying encounter of denotation11 iso.3 This 
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encounter can be either direct, through physical contactp or indirect 

through the use of measurin.g instr·1.1.inents on the object its elf.. Since it 

is an all or none 9 yes=or=no experience or event which simply occurs, it 

can have no degrees of ex.istenc::e and can not be quantified., Therefore si 

a structural format created through the patterning of events must be 

non=quantitativev too. 

If this be true 9 variable quantities and their functional relation= 

ships do not answer the need for an aggregating or i.~tegrating principle 

and the order that st~ucturing gives rise to must be different from 

mathematical or numerical order. It would be logical to suppose.!) thenp 

that there are two laws or two aspects of the same law of nature., They 

arez (1) quantitative law; and (2) non=quantitative or structural lawo 

Such a premise requires the formulation of two quite different kinds 

of statements and the development, of all the lawful relationships between 

them. At the same time care must be taken not to confuse or substitute 

one for the other9 for this would mean the mixing of quantitative» 

continuous factors with the non=quantitative, dichotomous elemen.ts of 

structure. 

For clarification at this point it should be specifically stated 

that the laws of rrechanics can be applied to the event or event pattern, 

and quantities associated with it. But the laws cannot describe the 

event itself, for it is the condition upon which they are basedo In 

fact 9 the event must occur first to produce the eviden~e required for 

the quantitative hypothesis or lawo ~econd.ly9 a quantity of an ab=. 

stracted 9 continuous variable can not be used to describe a discontin= 

uous 51 non=variable e.ventc 

.Further support for the point of view that there are separate 

/ 
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quantitative and structural laws comes from the following considerations: 

lo Mechanical laws do not hold for the actions of minute 

particles covered by the physioal "principle of uncer= 

tainty. "8 

2. Prediction of patterns in which the event-points in time 

and space vary is not possible quantitatively. 

and 9 3o The fact of occurrence or non=occurrence of an aggregate 

is determined in an all or none 9 non=dimensional way. 

The answer to these and other failings of the quantitative approach 

to order in nature mu.st then be tied up in some kind of geometric con= 

ception which, together 'With dimensions and quantities, would be all= 

inclusiveo Now, as soon as the question of a geometri¢:l: approach is 

brought into the problem,, the natural reaction is to think in terms of 

fixed and static form and to lay aside dynamic components as inapplic

able. This predeterminationist pitfall I!lllSt be bridged by proposing a 

dynamic» rather than a static structure. 

Allport 0s theory of event=structure takes such an approach by post= 

ulating a general law of 18 stru@turingft1l based on· self=delimited and 

cyclical patterns of ongoings and eventso What is meant by this state

ment and how are the terms, self=delimited.P cyelica10 ongoings, and 

events defined? For the presen:ti, an attell!Pt will be made to define 

terms,, but an understanding of the various implications involved in the 

statement will have to wait until the specifics of the theory have been 

presentedo 

It is a generally a@cepted feature of all theories of aggregation 

that, the parts Ol" elements which make up an aggregate or structure are 

interrelated and interdependent" Because of this; the existence and 
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actions of the elements affect one another. Such a condition can only 

prevail completely in a closed arrangement in which every element is 

connected with parts on either side both spatially and in time. The re

sult is a "geometry of dynamic self=closedness11 and the aggregate is 

definitely defined and limited in its space~and-time scope.4 Or to use 

a "shorthand" term we might say that the pattern or structure is self

delimited. Flowers, rocksp desks, and automobiles are examples. 

With both space and time closure comes the theory of circularity or 

negative feed=back by which movement travels through the system and 

eventually returns to its initial position. When this occurs the pro

cess is said to be cyclical. 

An ongoing is a movement - that is, some form of motion - which 

travels through space and during time in a continuous manner. What 

actually goes on or moves is incidental to our construct. It can be the 

minutest element or particle or a compounding of them such as a man. Our 

primary interest is not in the element, or man, but in its movement and 

in the contacts, collisions, or encounters which it makes as it travels 

along its space-time pathway. 

The points in time and space at which ongoing pathways touch1 or 

elements in movement collide, encounter, or contact each other or one 

another, are events or event-points. These indivisible, all or none 

happenings are the junction points of the format or structure. They are 

the dividing points in time and space which separate: (a) what went be

fore from what comes after; and (b) ongoings on one side from ongoings 

on the other. Because they are mere pointsl they can not be fractionated, 
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quantified, or measured. Events can not partially occur, and are, there= 

fore, non-continuous. And above alli> they are not the 11 acts 11 of agents 

but merely the points of connection between ongoings. 

If the reader were to go back and restudy the preceding statement 

on "structuring" and fix the definitions above firmly in mind, it would 

now become apparent that our self=delimited and cyclical pattern of 

ongoings and events possesses a 11 structural format11 as illustrated below. 

For the sake of simplicity in drawingp the unit structure is shown as 

truly circularo That this may or may not be correct in all situations 

should be definitely noted. The actual closed shape of the pattern is 

dependent on the length of time and the distance between event-points, 

plus a series of factors and conditions which will be discussed in the 

following sections. 

Figure 7. Fundamental Structural Pattern 

Our figure shows event=points 9 Py Q, RP and S connected by curv-

ingj continuous ongoings. The arrows indicate the direction in struo= 

tural time and motiono Both the events=points and the ongoings are 

physically connected. The design of the pattern is such that starting 

from any event-point and passing through each succeeding one will cause 

ult,imate return to the initial point of disturbance. That this is not 



a linear, cause-and-effect process will be more readily understood as 

the result of further explanation of the model. 
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It is possible to change both the dimensional time and distance 

factors without destroying the circular, cyclical pattern of the 

structural format. The number of included events and ongoings can be 

varied from one continuous ongoing and no event, as in the case of the 

vibration of a single subatomic particle, to an almost infinite number 

of structural elements. One can readily see that this structural unit 

has a place for and is related to quantitative law but that quantita

tive law» in itself, is not enough to describe it. Structural law or 

the structural aspect of natural law must be invoked to explain an event 

or the pattern of events shown above. Perhaps this quantitative, non

quantitative problem can best be resolved by saying that dimensionality 

and all the other aspects of quantitative law are the amount or degree 

in which the structure operates. That is, they are the energies con

tained within the structure. 

At the same time there is another principle - an aspect of struc

ture - functioning. It is the probability of the structure's occurrence. 

It is composed of both the individual arid combined probabilities of the 

whole pattern of events occurring, all within certain interdependent 

relationships as to position, sequence, and ongoing of the elements 

involved. So, every aggregate occurs through probability in some amount; 

and probability, quantitativei and covariation laws are all in operation 

together. Without the proper combination there would be no use for the 

quantitative "tools" because there would be no structure to which to 

apply them. 

Is the pattern of the aggregate the result of pure probability, 
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randomness or chance, or are there structural laws which "bias" various 

elements in favor of the structure's occurrence? The author, Allport; 

believes that structure is neither random nor endlessly varied and that 

there are specific geo:rretric or "kinematic" features which go to make 

up a structural, kinematic geometry. They are: relatedness, self-clos

ing or circularity3 space and time assembly, flexibility and constant 

relationships. Just what these terms :oean and how they are related to 

patterned aggregates or structures will be the subject matter of the 

next section. 

The Fundaioontals of the Theory of Event-Structure and Its Model 

The first section ha.snow equipped us with a statement that there 

is a general law of "structuring" based on self-delimited and cyclical 

patterns of ongoings and events; definitions of the terms of the state

:oent; and a figure showing the unit structure to which the first two 

belong. Preliminary discussion has established the justification for 

such an approach to the problem of aggregation. It is the purpose of 

this section to build, step- by-step, the theory of event...structure and 

through the use of a model to clearly explain the kinematics and dy

namics of structuring. 

The unit structure, (Figure 8) reproduced here for reference, is 

composed of continuous ongoings and dichotomous events physically 

connected in a circular, cyclical pattern. Its pattern is the result 

of the adoption of the principle of circularity which permits a series 

to come back on itself and complete a cycle, or to repeat itself in

definitelyo No elements are 11left hanging," as in linear systems, and 

true interrelation-interdependence of parts is possible. There is an-
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intended similarity between this and the feed-back circuits of the 

Cybernetists o 

Figure 80 Unit Structure 

To more readily visualize the situation» the dynamic, circular 

pattern can be thought of as a "thin wire hoop11 deformable into any 

shape which permits it to remain intact and continuouso At intervals 

around the hoop, points, event-points, are marked off and the segments 

between them represent ongoing processes or movementso LThe reader 

should be reminded at this time that the structure or pattern is dynamic 

because some of its elements - ongoings - are movements or motions which 

occur over some time interval.J This is step #1 of the theory, the 

conceptualization of a complete and potentially repetitive cycle of on-

goings and eventso It is the elementary form of the unit pattern and 

is called the circuital-circular or 11 c11 lay of structure. It applies 

to every order of structure except the smallest which might be con

ceived. LThe smallest» in this case, is taken to be the vibratory 

motion cycle of a subatomic particle composed marely of ongoin&s.7 

From this point upward in order, all cycles are combinations of 

smaller» self-closed cycles which incorporate 11 c11 layo For example, the 

curving, linear segments between events P and Q, Q and R, and so on, 

which we have taken to represent the ongoings connecting the various 
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events of the pattern.I) are actually smaller circular, self~closed cycles. 

This fact nru.st be held firmly in mind at all times. For the sake of pre

sentation clarity the hoop segments will be shown as above and it will be 

necessary for the reader to mentally substitute a cyclical pattern for 

every linear segmento 

Step #2 is pictured when two segmented hoops - two basic patterns -

are fitted together so that their circumferences are touching at two 

points as showno These two points of contact or encounter are event

points and the arrangement which results from such double "tangency" is 

called an II event-system. 11 

s p 

Figure 9o An Event-System 

Now~ remembering that the hoops are flexiblej they may, by bending 

them into irregular forms, be made to touch at more than two points or 

to run parallel for part of their ongoing=event series. T.his is a con

dition which Allport calls 111 tangencieso of cycles. 11 5 It provides a iooans 

t hrough which ~ (a) events may be contributed by one cycle to another -

5 Ibid • .I) p. 636 
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"positive interstructurance;" or (b) one cycle may prevent or inhibit 

events in the other ~ "negative interstructuranceo 11 Because of the · 

flexibility feature, it is possible to have both effects in one double-

tangency systemo Or» both aspects may come from not two but many tan-

gent cycles in a more complex event-system arranged in the same manner. 

By this device of construction facilitating and inhibiting relationships 

are built into the self~closed model . It is also possible for these 

same relationships to occur when hoops are tangent at only one pointo 

This arrangement of Wiout-structural' tangency" would not be a true 

system» however. The problem of larger1 compounded structures is dealt 

with in Step #Jo 

Our original unit structure or event=cycle furnishes the propert ies 

necessary for this extension of structuring to higher orderso With the 

faculty of being neither linear» open-ended nor indefinitely extended~ 

the closed» segmented hoop of ongoings and events can be combined into 

a larger circle of hoopso The following diagram of the model demon-

strates this and lends under standing to the mechanics involved. 
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A Higher Order Level 
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The ongoing elements of each of the cycles converge at common 

event...points to create the larger self=closed structure. Succession in 

time is represented as the ongoings come to event...point first with the 

cycle on one side and then on the othero The over~all "including" 

structure is thus composed of a number of "included" event-cycles)) and 

single ongoings contribute to two different orders of structure at the 

same timeo This is a basic aspect of the property of 11 order11 and it 

applies equally as well to event-systems. In addition)) the cycle of 

cycles has its own "c18 lay and it is the self-closing of the parts 

which makes this self~closing of the whole possible. 

The reader should not be mislead by tpe arrows of the diagram 
I 

into believing that the event at A, for example, trips off or triggers 

the ongoing cycle which results in event B. To do this would be to 

introduce event A as a linear "cause" agent or act and the following 

ongoing as the 11 effecto 11 Such linear cause and effect thinking can 

not be satisfactorily built into a truly circular structure. It is 

best to remember that the ongoing cycles concerned are continuous 

processes already in operation, which have become connected at common 

points» event- points. Patterns or structures come from cycles, pat-

terns» or structures already existing. With this I!DlCh foundation it 

i s now possible to add another feature to the model. This will be done 

in Step #4. 

So far in our discussion of structuring we have mentioned such 

dimensional or quantitative features as time-distance variations of the 

ongoings 9 the possibility of incorporating differing numbers of ongoings 

and events in one cycle, and the complexing of cycles into event systems 

and cycles of cycles. Now if we look a little more closely at our 
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model of the unit cycle - the segmented hoop - some interesting details 

will become visible. Instead of a single ongoing in each segment, there 

are a number of ongoing elements moving in 11 parallel 11 much like the flow 

of water molecules through a pipe. So we really have an "ongoing-role" 

in place of a single ongoing. And, as a result, our event-point becomes 

an "event-region," a volume of space through time within which events 

occur. An example of this would be voice communication in which a 

broad band of sound waves , an ongoing role » travels to the event-region, 

an ear . 

Returning to our hoop model we see these features added to create 

a hoop-format and to give another 11 lay11 to the kinematics of the struc-

ture. It is the number or "n" lay. With this addition to the model, 

an important change takes place in the functioning of ongoings and 

eventso 

event-region 
R 

an ongoing role 

event-region 
s 

event-region 
Q 

Figure 11. Event-Regions and Ongoing Roles 

event-region 
p 

Each of the ongoings in a segment bundle ~ ongoing role - passes through 

event-regions but there is no absolute assurance that it will come to 

event point with an ongoing in the -succeeding role. Or, no assurance 
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that every sound wave in the band will be heard. There is, however, a 

weighted probability that some events will occur in each of the event

regions. Just how many there will be is dependent on: (a) the proba

bilities of encounter of single ongoings from each of the adjacent on

going roles within the space and tine limits of the event...region; and 

(b) the number of ongoings which enter the region. LThere is an inti

mate relation of (b) to (a) which will be shown below.:7 The number of 

on=going elements present in the 11n11 lay of the structure in the v:i,cin

ity of the region determines the spatial aspect of these factors while 

the time aspect is covered by the 11lay11 of structure discussed in 

Step #5» which follows. 

Recalling that the ongoing cycles are circuital as well as circular, 

it is possible for them to repeat themselves in specific periods of 

time. This repetitive characteristic is the 11 r 11 lay of structure and is 

a universal struc.tural property along with "c11 lay and 11n11 lay. Since 

it operates through time its cycle frequency can be changed and the 

number of ongoing elements entering an event- region raised or lowered. 

Thus with "r" lay we have a time aspect to add to the spatial aspect 

which 11 n" lay provides. 

These two9 "n11 lay and "r" lay9 determine the number of ongoings 

within the space and time limits of the eventr-.region. The probable 

number of collisions ~ the probable density of events - which occur 

when ongoings encounter each other increases approximately as the 

square of the number of ongoing elements in the region. Because of 

this expansion relationship9 there is a point of rapid rise, the thres

hold» at which the density of encounters becones suddenly apparent and 

we say that "the event18 happened. Since a probability of encounter of 
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1.0 would indicate that the space and time volume of the region is 

completely filled by ongoing elements, there is both a threshold value 

and an upper limit value for density of events in the region. 

We have now reached a point where we can say that "probability 

LProbable density of eventi} in a region represents the swmnation of 

events in the region in both space and time. n 6 We know» too, that the 

structure 0 s occurrence can be predicted "as the combined probability for 

all the event...regions of the structure. n7 

Probability considerations have been much in evidence throughout 

the preceding material. We have seen that the principle of probability 

is intimately tied up in the kinematic geometry of structure and that 

no patterned aggregate of ongoings and events can occur without ito 

The statement has also been ma.de that the probabilities operating are 

not ones of pure randonmess or chancer but are probabilities biased by 

the effects which structural laws have on the various elements involved. 

In other words 9 there is a general interrelation-interdependence of the 

two such that any randomness is partial and controlled and exists within 

a condition of ongoing which follows a definite structural law. It is 

a structural law founded in the universal tendency of ongoings toward 

self=closingj a tendency which relativity theory exploits and explains 

in great detail . 

Is this general structural biasing of probabilities enough to ex= 

plain how a self- closed structure of events builds up to threshold 

level and how it operates, or are there other factors which must also 

6Ibid., p. 641 

? Ibid. , p. 642 
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be considered? A closer look at the environmental manifold might help 

to answer this question. As a result of such an appraisal, it becomes 

i~diately apparent that the external manifold implicity contains 

concentrations of certain types of structures or structural elements and 

a complete or partial lack of others. The same situation holds for on-

goings of existing tangent internal structural manifolds. This concen

tration or lack is ), i:q itself 9 a llbounding or biasingll condition 

which increases the structural probabilities. This is true because: 

(a) the existing structures reduce the space=time freedom of adjacent 

ongoings; (b) the existing structures contain event or energic densities 

which might be utilized; and (c) structures can only come from cycles, 

patterns~ or structures already existing. 

The structure most likely to occur in any situation will be one 

which makes use of the units with the greatest densities and which has 

had its event-regions restricted in space and time to increase the 

probable density of events. Allport cites the example of an eating 

structure as being most likely to occur when an apple is available and 

an individual is hungry.8 This might not be the case if either or 

both structural conditions were absent. 

So» the probabilities working in the structuring process are 

biased in a general way by structU;r>al law and in a specific .~ay -by ·- ., . 

bounding conditions. Our concern in predicting the occurrence of a 

structure 9 or what that structure will be, mst therefore be with the 

probable densities at the even"t=-regions, the more-or-less "end results" 

of the biasing or bounding effects. 

Once the probability factors have functioned and the structure 

8Ibid., p 650 
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appears, there are two places in the format for quantitative and covari

ation laws. First» each event-region has three spatial dimensions and 

a time dime.nsion and "there can be temporal as well as spatial summation 

to attain the threshold density. 11 9 A..l1.d ~ second9 quantitative increases 

in density beyond threshold and below the upper limit would be the 

amounts or degrees in which the structure operates. All this is true 

as a result of the "n" lay and "r" lay properties of the structure which 

might be any quantitative values from one upward. These two properties 

along with the non-quantitative 11 c 11 or cyclical lay are the cornerstone 

features of a stru.ctura1 1 kinematic geometry. 

Before we pass beyond the basic model and discuss the way in which 

the model operates» there are five more=or-less secondary features of 

the fundam3ntal pattern which should be noted for better» more complete 

understanding. They areg 

1. The purely kinematic or geometric aspects of the model 

can be described without concern for the size, direction 

or temporal limits of the structure. Just so long as the 

self- closed, cyclical characteristic is preserved, the 

dimensional variations can reach any value. This is the 

relationship of the constant and kinematic to the flexible 

and quantitative 

2. Events or encounters have a dual part to play: (a) a 

geometric one as format,..,connectors; and (b) a quantitative 

one as units of energy occurring in the formats which the 

on~going cycles provide. In this manner 9 "structural-



dynamics18 are interlaid within the 11 structural-kinematic11 

framework 

3. While the cycle is a self=closing structure, it is an 

open=system with tangent input and output event connections 

to outside environmental structureso Event energies .{capa

city for even"t=point~ from these tangent structures either 

add to or reduce the st,ructure n s 11 proper1n or mean energy 

levelo A 11 steady=state11 is maintained when energies are 

fed into and out of the structure. And the structure, in 

itself9 reaches equilibrium by the distribution of energy 

within the patterne The relationship with other structures 

Allport calls 18 n out=structural c tangencies11 lO 

4o Because of the time independence of self=repeating cycles 

they can be arranged in the proper order of succession in 

the format. They can also be used as storage cycles for 

later introduction into the pattern 

5. Every structure of ongoings and events occurs through the 

principle of structural probabilities and the 11 energies11 

of the structure are the probable densities within the 

event-regions. 
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With these and the preceding considerations in mind 9 the way in 

wlrl.©h the model operates and the development of a working equation will 

be discussed in the third sectiono 
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Operation of the Model 

Making the assumption that our pattern has come into being as the 

result of the biased and bounded probabilities previously mentioned, 

we are now in the position of being able to see how structural-dynamics 

operate within the structural-kinematic framework . 

The pattern is capable of maintaining itself over time in a 

11 static11 or equilibrium state since the ongoing cycles, by the self

closing and repetitive character of their elements~ possess a continual 

availability for events . At this "autonomous or proper" energy level -

probability density= the ongoings continuou~ly cycle through event

regions and a "virtual simultaneity of events" results throughout the 

kinematically self-closing format . 11 

If tangent input and output structures are added to our ongoing

event cycle~ (See Figure 12) and energies Lcapacity for event-point.!?] 

of the cycle are increased through tangency on the input side » 

equilibrium is disturbed. From the region= "primary event region" -

where the change first occurs there is a displacement of energy to all 

other event-.regions of the structure. This displacement tends to 

raise the structureas total energy level. Starting with this base 

condition» a number of cases can be developed depending upon the way 

in which the kinematic and dynam.ic factors combine. 

Cyclical kinematic completion of our pattern of ongoings and 

events results when the cycle returns to the primary event-region. 

It may terminate at this point and be non=repetitive. Negative 

"kinematic closure" is said to be present in this case. An illustra-

l1Allport 9 The Psychological Review~ 61 ~ 298. 
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tion of this type of structure is the cycle through which a person goes 

when he touches a hot st,ove and then pulls his hand away,, If the cycle 

does not terminate but repeats itself~ positive kinematic closure has 

taken placeo For instanceJ the swallowing cycle of a thirsty person 

will continue in this mannero In either case, at kinematic closure the 

pattern becomes delimited and its characteristic arrangement of ongoings 

and events can be distinguished from all others. 

Figtll"e 12" The Opera ting Model 
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From the dynamic or energic poin"tic-of-view» when the structure 

. reaches an equilibrium state in which there is no concentration of 

energies at any one of the several event-regions» a situation of 

11 energic closure" is represented. LThis is the maximum entropy 1eve1 of 

the structure~? A nemory of a horrifying event without recall of any 

specific details is an example. Energic closure also results when a 

structural manifold» of the type shown in our diagram9 achieves a 

"steady state. 11 A business is sustained in this manner. Since steady 

stat e achievement is the vital consideration of management it will be 

enlarged upon in the succeeding material. 

Now» with all of these variables in mind9 let us return to our 

problem to see just what combinations are possible when the structure's 

total energy level raises above the autonomous or basic equilibrium 

value. 

1. The structure can reach negative kinematic closure: 

(a) virtually simultaneously; or (b) through an apparent 

succession of events around the circle. This is true 

because of the variability which the 11 r 11 lay of structure 

permits. 

At kinematic closure there may either be: (c) con= 

tinued input of energy with a resultant continuing rise in 

the total energy level; or (d) energic closure with the 

stimulus energy cut off and with the structure reaching 

equilibrium either at the autonomous level or above 

2. The structure can reach positive kinematic closure 

through continued repetition of the cycle of events. 

At kinematic closure there may either be: (a) con-



tinued input of energy and a steady state condition of 

energic closure; or (b) a cut-off of stimulus energy and 

a return to equilibrium and negative kinematic closure at 

the autonomous levelo 
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Before proceeding farther into the structural dynamic phases of the 

theory, it will be profitable to enlarge on Allport 1s usage of the ther

modynamic postulate of steady stateo An understanding is necessary if 

the event-structure approach is to be applied to the most common of the 

ma.nager 0s problems» sustaining or continuing structures. 

Suppose that we start by considering our basic arrangement of an 

ongoing=event cycle with tangent input and output structures; by defi

nitiony an open-systemo We know that when energies are introduced 

into the cycle by the input structure» the cycle's equilibrium is dis= 

turbed and there is a movement away from its autonomous or proper energy 

l evelo Since the cycle of ongoings and events is kinematically self

closing it has a tendency3 according to thermodynamic law, to come to 

equilibrium within itself at a new level. It reaches such a condition 

when each ongoing cycle in the total repeating pattern is transferring 

exactly the same amount of energies as it receives. The kinematic on

going-event cycle operates despite the energy equilibrium state because 

of its separate structural characteristics of repetition, 11 r 11 lay. 

The thermodynamic law of entropy, when applied to our open-system, 

says that there will be a continual tendency for all three of the 

structures to come to a common equilibrium. Or9 put another way, the 

energies of the system would tend to become equally distributed among the 

three structureso Howeverl we have already said that the ongoing-event 

cycle tends to always maintain itself at its own equilibrium level. If 
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it does this 9 it would resist the system tendency toward equilibrium at 

a system levelo ,lThis is the same as saying that our kinematic cycle 

represents an amount of "negative entropy" in the systemd As a result 

of this resistance» the system always tends toward equilibrium but does 

not achieve it. Under these circumstances a "steady state" condition 

exists and will be maintained above the autonomous energy level as long 

as the energic density is greatest on the input side. 

In the preceding explanation we dealt only with the case where 

facilitating energies are co~tributed to the ongoing-event cycle by a 

tangent structure. Or to use terminology which was adopted in Step #2 

of the theory» the case was one of "positive interstructurance11 between 

the tangent cycles. We saw that energy increments add to the autonomous 

or proper energy of the ma.in cycle in this situationo It is now neces

sary to look briefly at the case which Allport calls "negative inter~ 

structurance" in order to make the presentation complete. 

A different energy process operates in "negative interstructurance. 11 

The tangent structure detracts from» rather than adds to, the energy 

level of the ongoing=event cycle and thus prevents or inhibits events by 

reducing their probability. In this way it is quite possible to have a 

kinematic arrangement of tangent structures such that when the tangent 

structure's energies are being increased through its own primary even~ 

region there will 9 at the same time 9 be an accompanying decrease in the 

energies of the main cycle. 

This interstructural exchange of energies proceeds by "constant, 

kinema.tically determined ratios" which operate not only in this case of 

negative interstructurance but for positive interstructurance as well • . 

"Indices of interstructurance" is the naim given to these ratios which 



represent the quantitative energy change in the main cycle divided by 

the change in the tangent structure.12 There is an interstructurance 
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i ndex for each pair of structures p an index whi ch can be either positive 

or negative with a value of 1.0 or less . 

Through the use of such indices it will be feasible to determine 

the amount of energy which the ma.in structure has available for self-

maintenance and for transfer to other structures. The mechanics of this 

determination are founded in~ of the preceding structural-kinematic 

and structural- dynamic considerations and have no meaning from a purely 

quantitative point of vi ew. 

The first step in the determination of the available structural 

energies is to state that the t otal amount of energies of a structure, 

at any given time )) is a function of (a) its proper or 11 structurance 11 

energies and (b) t he sum of the inter structurance increments or de-

crements being received from the other structures of the manifold. 

The second step is to s tate this as a generalized structural-

dynamic equation: 

where : E1 = total ener gy of t he structure being measured or 
determined 

rv means '' vari es directly with" 

s1: proper or st ructurance energy of structure 1 

Sn= proper or structurance energy of all tangent 
structures 

I21 • • • Inl= indices of interst ructurance of the tangent structures 
with structure 1 

12Allport , Theor ies of Perception and the Concept of Structure, 
p. 658. 
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The summation is algebraic since the interstructurance index may be 

either negative or positive. All of the energy increments to the right 

of S1 may be summed to determine the "manifold energy" accruing to the 

ma.in structureo Tangent structures considered low in either Sor I may 

be omitted as not significant to the determination of E10 A negative 

value for Ei would indicate that energies were being expended in a 

structure negatively interstructurant to ito 

With this writing of a generalized structural=dynamic equation , the 

task of condensing the dynamic event- structure theory of Floyd Ho Allp0rt 

is completeo Our path has lead us from the preliminary discussion and 

definition of structural elementsp through the fundamentals of the 

theory and a description of its modelp to an explanation of the modelVs 

operation and a presentation of a working equation with potential 

application to a wide variety of management problems. 

We now recognize that~ 

lo There are two aspects of natural law] the quantitative 

and the structural 

2. The general law of 11 structuring11 is based on self

delimited and cyclical patterns of ongoings and events 

3. The patterns occur as the result of both the individual 

and combined probabilities of the whole chain of events 

happening in proper space and time sequence 

4o The structural probabilities are biased and bounded by 

implicit conditions of the environmental manifold and by 

the universal tendency of ongoings toward self=closing 

5. The properties of the basic ongoing- event cycle~ "c", 

11n11 , and "r18 layp are such that structuring can be extended 



to higher and more complex orders 

6. There is a definite place for quantitative and covariation 

law within the structural format 

7. Both sinrultaneous and sustained aggregates can be under= 

stood through application of event....structure theory 

8. The 11 energies18 of the structure are the probable

densities within the event=.regions 

9. There is a general energy equation based on the relation

ship between structures 
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and 9 10. Through the use of this structura.l=dynamic equation it will 

be possible to determine not only what structures will occur, 

but also the effects which the existence and operation of 

tangent structures will produce in the structure under study. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE TWO THEORIES RELATED 

By this time the reader must thoroughly realize that there are 

differences and similarities between the organization theory of Barnard 

and Allport 1s theory of event=structureo The most apparent general 

distinctions are: 

lo Different levels of abstractipn or generalization 

are representedo Barnard has taken the relatively broad 

and adaptable field theory of the Gestalt Psychology 

"School" and reduced the abstraction level by applying 

and fitting it to the more specific problems with which 

he has been confronted as a business manager. 

Allport, on the other hand, has ma.de a determined 

effort to produce a theory which would have application 

to problems, data, and experiences in a very wide variety 

of fields. In fact , he believes that event-structure 

theory deals with an aspect of matural law which is common 

to all things at all levels of complexity 

2. Almost completely different vocabularies are involved. 

Both theorists have devised and adapted word forms to fit 

their unique mental concepts and to prevent the distortion 

of common meaning and usage from creeping into the under-
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standing of the person who might choose to apply the 

ideas. 
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Because of these distinctions, the present writer will attempt to 

aid the reader by generally correlating the two theories as to: Pur

pose ; Basic Approach; .Fundamental Working Unit; Origin; Operation; and 

Expansion of a System. 

Purpose 

If the numbers 1, 3, 5, 7 , 9, 11 were to be written on a classroom 

blackboard~ the IJ)3mbers of the class might well ask how these specific 

figures came to be written down and why they were arranged in such a 

sequence. One answer would be that they represent a numerical series 1 

any term of which is equal to two times the number of the term minus 

one, or (2n ~ 1). If letters of the alphabet were ordered in the 

following manner» "Taylor is the father of scientific management," 

similar questions on the arrangement of these particular letters could 

be r aised and the laws of spelling and grammar invoked in explanation. 

The same question procedure may well apply to the ordering or sequenc

ing of all things from the particles of the atom to the complex customs 

and cultures of modern civilization; for they are all peculiar kinds of 

assemblies of matter and energy. 

Both Barnard and Allport have been confronted with this problem of 

assembly or aggregation and have tried to devise objectives procedures 

for the explanation and understanding of the phenomenon. The theories 

of " organization" and event-structure are the results of these efforts. 

They provide systematic and logical methods to aid in comprehending the 

ways in which certain variables or elements from a general pool or 
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universe come together to form an aggregate or system. 

The ultimate end=purpose of both of these theoretical approaches is 

to furnish the practitioner with a 18 tool" which he might apply to systems 

or structures, in his fields of interest, to give him a firmer grasp of 

the assembly process and the operation of the combined elements. With 

this firmer grasp 9 accurate prediction of the future is possible and 

decision=making 9 in the present~ is greatly facilitated. 

Basic Approach to Theory Development 

Because Barnard and Allport are both dealing with the san:e type of 

relatively "non-objective" material, they have gone to elaborate means 

to make their methods as objective as ingenuity will permit. For devel

opment purposes, Barnard creates a construct- 11 organization 11 - by setting 

aside from the physical, biological and social systems the logical acts 

or activities of people. 11 0rganization11 is thus ma.de an aspect which is 

common to all systems and an aspect, with an objective base, which can 

be readily used and applied. Allportas efforts have been directed 9 by 

the same pressing need for objectivity, toward dividing natural law 

into: (1) quantitative law, and (2) structural law. They have also 

been directed toward the postulation of a non~quantitative structuring 

process based on the objective or denotable elements of ongoings and 

events. 

Once these objective foundations have been established, the two 

authors proceed with the assumption that systems and manifolds must be 

treated as a whole and that nothing productive can be achieved by first 

studying the parts and then attempting to put them together. Barnard 

justifies this by adopting the Gestalt view that the whole differs from 
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anything which may result from the swnmation of the parts. On the other 

hand~ Allport 1 s thinking results from the widely divergent supposition 

that the whole is something new which includes and is dependent on 

factors inherent in the parts" Where Barnard generally feels that the 

term 11 summation" has no real meaning when applied in this sense, Allport 

specifically states that the whole is not to be considered as a summa-

tion of the parts but is rather the product of kinematic or structural 

compositiono 

It is agreed that each element of the system - organization or 

structure~ functions with every other element in a significant way. 

That isj they are interrelated and interdependent~ and a component's 

existence and activity creates a definite effect or result in every 

other part of the systemo In order for this to be true some means of 

connection must be involved. What this linking factor is will be 

discussed latero 

The interrelation and interdependence of the constituentsj and 

the process of aggregation itself, are influenced by the various factors 

which go to make up the external environments or structural manifolds. 

These universes furnish the materials to be aggregated or ordered into 

the systemo Because of this fact, the aggregate is limited or bounded 
I 

in scope and in action . Some balance must be constantly maintained 

between the system or structure and all of these outside considerations. 

Barnard is convinced that a system results from the conscious 

coordination of the timing~ the form» and the placement of a variety of 

partso Since "willingness to serve" and "cooperation!! are inherent in 

conscious coordination, his efforts toward a thoroughly objective base 

theory are considerably diluted by the necessary inclusion of these 
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non-objective concepts. 

While Allport 1 s use of the theory of bounding and biasing might be 

stretched into coincidence with Barnard's basic line of reasoning, it 

is equally true from his point of view that probability of occurrence 

is always fundamental to the aggregation processo Where conscious coor

dination implies automatic completion9 probability of occurrence puts 

a realistic emphasis where it actually applieso 

It is immediately apparent that probability statistics are many 

levels higher on the objectivity scale than the abstractions of will

ingness to serve and cooperationo The truism9 11 You can lead a horse to 

water, but you can 1t make him drink/ can be more objectively analyzed 

through probabilities than through the ideas which Barnard has adopted. 

Judgment as to whether probability application leads to a sharper "tool" 

for the practitioner must be reserved until it has been applied to 

management theoryo 

Fundamental Working Units 

A rather interesting situation develops at this point. Barnard 

defines an organization as "a system of consciously coordinated personal 

activities or forces 9 11 and proceeds to work with it as a purely linear 

entityo1 Later in a footnote it is mentioned that "organizations are 

best regarded as circular or spherical~ with the chief executive 

position in the center 0 11 2 Barnard then explains his continued use of 

the linear approach by saying that it is conventional and that no 

1 Barnard~ Po 720 

2 Ibido I Po 112 
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practical means are available by which diagraming of the system will 

lead to anything other than a two-dimensional pyramidal formo He goes 

on to make the following statement: 

Probably all spatial figures for organization are seriously misleading; 
but if they are used to cover the functioning of organizations as dis
tinguished from its structural aspects, either th' center of a circle 
or of a sphere better suggests the relationships. 

The theorist9 Barnard~ is actually caught up in this paradox because of 

his adoption of "field theory" - a basically linear theory - and by his 

belief that geometric diagraming will always be interpreted as being 

static by its very natureo 

Allport carefully avoids this pitfall by defining his fundamental 

unit as a 11 self=delimited and cyclical pattern of ongoings and events. 11 4 

Thus~ at one stroke, he establishes an objective~ geometric structure 

which is 9 at the same time 9 definitely dynamico It possesses a circular-

circuital pattern which insures that it will always be self-closing and 

therefore self-complete. 

Further differences in the two theories result from the linear vs. 

circular argument. We have seen that agreement existsP on a purely 

hypothetical level~ as to the interrelation-interdependence postulate. 

However, an investigation in finer detail shows a certain lack of 

agreement between the working models. Where a linear arrangement is 

constructed there is always difficulty in explaining how the elements 

at the s0=called "starting" end are in interrelation-interdependence 

with the elements at the "finish" end; or how the top and the bottom 

3Ibid. 

4Allport, Theories of Perception and the Concept of Structure, 
627 . 
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affect each other. This difficulty can not be resolved as long as the 

ends are left hanging and not directly connected. To say that there is 

flow 11 up and down the line 11 is to admit that the linear configuration is 

inadequate and to talk, by indirection, about a circular pattern. 

Barnard does this, in essence , by stating only that connection takes 

place through the contribution of a single activity to two or more or

ganizations at the same time. 

Such a problem does not exist in event.=.structure. The working unit 

is composed of elements physically connected one by the other into a 

self- closing cycle of ongoings and events. Even though the cycle may 

function sequentially in time and in space there is always a positive 

connection at the initial event...region. 

Origin of a System 

A new organization appears, according to Barnard, when there is a 

combination of the elements of conmru.nicationp willingness to serve 1 and 

coIIllllon purpose which fits with the external conditions of the moment. 

This combination cang (a) come about spontaneously; (b) be planned from 

the beginning by one or more persons; (c) be consciously set out from 

some existing organization; or (d) be split away from an existing organ

ization by some external or internal force. It may come into being 

directly; or through "informal organization" in an indirect manner. In 

any case its beginning must be small. 

Several of these premises require a closer look. Extreme care 

must , of necessity, be taken to insure that no misinterpretation results 

from the use of the word "new." Creation of "new11 organizations DDlSt 

not be confused with the creation of "new" complexes or groupings of 
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existing organizations. There must be an appreciation of the fact that 

communication, willingness to serve» and common purpose have many sub

jective facets which are not available to objective analysis. And, 

finally» since it is difficult to bring spontaneous organization under 

the general category of conscious coordination, the actual organiza

tional starting point is that point at which people begin to cooperate 

with a common end in mind. 

Apparently Barnard has been forced, by his selection of a theory 

·base 9 to "walk" some rather narrow pathways in order to fit his actual 

experiences into the framework which the theory provides. The ques

tion of what characterizes new organization is pressed upon him by the 

construction and operation of the "wholeness" theory. In addition.? 

spontaneous organization can only be included, and accounted for, by 

expending great effort to stretch the otherwise confining and excluding 

boundaries in order to accomodate it. 

Event- structure theory causes no such difficult-ies. Patterns or 

structures composed of objective ongoings and events which occur within 

certain interdependent relationships as to position and sequence» come 

from cycles ,9 patterns 9 or structures already existing in the manifolds 

or environments . And9 "··· a particular self-closed structure of 

events gets built up ,lthrough the functioning of probabilitie~ to the 

1performa.nce levelo of density ••• whenever the proper stimulus ma.ni= 

fold or other characteristic conditions 9 external and internal 9 are 

presented. 1_15 The employment of biased and bounded probabilities at 

each of the event-regions and on a structure level produces a theoret-

5 Ibid., p. 649 . 
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ical framework broad enough to include patterns which occur virtually 

spontaneously, or sequentially. At the same timep it does not exclude 

conscious operation on the structure. By varying the biasing and 

bounding conditions , the probabilities of a structure's occurrence can 

be manipulated over a broad range. 

Operation of a System 

The contrast here is generally not too pronounced and the largest 

part of any difference r esults f r om; 

L Barnard I s use of 11wholeness11 theory which decrees that 

limits of variation be set by the system..as- a-whole 

and, 2 . The employment of two distinct levels of abstraction. At 

this point , Allport is Illllch more specific and~ therefore, 

less abstract in his description of how the system or 

structure operateso In fact, the construction of his model . 

is designed to provide a more- than=adequate coverage for 

the objective explanation of system operation. 

Thermodynamic theories supply both authors with the mechanisms 

necessary for the understanding of the interaction effects which are 

produced by variations in the component parts. Barnard subscribes to 

the le.w of equilibrium excl usi velyl) since it is based on the linear 

"disturbance and restoration" princi ple. 

When internal or external forces cause changes in the elements of 

the system which disturb its initial equilibrium state, there will be 

a rebalancing of the elements in an attempt to return to the original 

condition. If the disturbance is not too great t his return to the 

initial equilibrium state will take place. If the disturbance is be-
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yond the limits, either of two effects will appear: (a) equilibrium. 

will be established at a new level, this representing a change of state 

of the system; or (b) a new system will be created. This equilibrium. 

process is "basically an equilibrium. between the system and the total 

situation external to it," although fundamentally it takes place through 

the proportioning and reproportioning of the elements. 6 

Throughout this discussion Barnard does two things. First, he 

keeps the abstraction level high by using~ as secondary system elements, 

the concepts of communicationj willingness, to serve and common purpose; 

and by talking about effectiveness and efficiency, the aspects of 

external equilibrium.. Second, he leaves unanswered the question of the 

continuity or discontinuity of organizational operation and regards 

organization as continuous but with "dormant" periods. ffio attempt will 

be made to pursue this second point other than to say that the theory 

base can not accommodate the problem of intermittent operation adequately 

and, therefore, has no real answer to the question.:? 

As we have seen in much detail, Allport 1 s model has been painstak-

ingly designed from ,the first to permit it to fit a wide variety of 

operating cases. The limits of the structure are determined, not by 

the structure-as-a-whole butp by the probability limits at each of the 

event-regions which work in conjunction with the combined probability 

for the whole structure. 

With events acting both as geometric connect~rs and as units of 

energy, the kinematic and the energic aspects of structure are spelled 

out in objective detail at the minimum abstraction level. The thermo-

6 Barnard.I> p. 8.3. 
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dynamic steady-state postulate which Allport uses is best adapted to the 

circular type of structural pattern, and to the conditions of aggregate 

operation as picturedo This is so because its emphasis is on the main

tenance of the existing state rather than restoration after disturbance. 

From this point in the theory it is possible to demonstrate the 

energy interchange within the particular structure, and between it and 

all kinds of cycles interstructurant with it. The net resultant of 

this phase of model development is a generalized structural~dynamic 

equation which can be considered» along with the geometric or kinematic 

diagrams, as Allportos 11 tool 11 for understanding the aggregation process 

and the operation of the structure or system. 

The question of continuity or discontinuity of the structure or 

organizationos operation is easily handled as the change of energic 

density at each or all of the even~regions. When the probability or 

energic density is above threshold~ the structure is visually apparent. 

Any time the energy input to the structure is reduced, the energic 

density will drop below threshold to a maintenance equilibrium levelo 

It will persist at this level over time until energy input is restored. 

The structural model is so arranged as to permit this cycling to con~ 

tinue indefinitelyo 

Expansion of a System 

The process of expansion of a system gives rise to the problem of 

explaining why and how an existing system divides and multiplies, first 

on the same level and then level by level until comprehensive systems 

are operatingo There is also the problem of how the systems are con

nect.ad on each level and level to levelo 
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Barnard's answers to these .problems appear to be dire¢t and straigh~

forward. He feels that each system has an inherent propensity to expand 

which results from the continual effort to maintain equilibrium. This 

expansion effect finally reaches a point where it is impossible for 

stability to continue. The system will then either cease to exist, will 

divide into a number of partial systems, or create additional units. 

This division and creation works first on one level and then level by 

level to build a multilevel complex. The element which acts as the 

connector to make the complex an organic whole is the single activity 

which has been contributed to two or more units at the same time. 

Behind this apparently straightforward approach lies the question 

of what has happened to the "wholeness" base theory which, to this 

point, has furnished the descriptive framework. It can be recalled that 

the system,..as-a~whole sets the limits within which the parts may vary 

without causing a change to or a reaction from the system. Now, when 

Barnard puts together two partial systems the entire situation changes. 

Before combinationJ) each of the partial systems, when viewed in isola

tion, determines the limits within which its elements may fluctuate. 

After combination., although they are still the same partial systems, 

they must lose this ability to the new~ more complex system-as-a-whole. 

To account for this loss phenomenon some additional mechanism must be 

postulated or, if this is not possible, it must be conceded that the 

problem of system expansion can not be adequately explained by "whole

ness" theory application. No such mechanism has been presented, to 

date, which does not destroy the fundamental foundations of the 

"field or wholeness" theory. Therefore, Barnard has no satisfactory 

ground upon which to build an understanding of system expansion. 
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The answer to this part vs. whole problem is basic to the design of 

Allport' s model. Through the structural property of II order," cycles or 

systems of cycles of ongoings and events may be joined, by tangency, into 

larger structures or systems. 11 The uhigher' order consists merely of the 

structuring of structures of the 'lower' order into a more inclusive 

structure. 11 7 The structural features of c, n, and r lay and the various 

factors of structural-dynamics are repeated by the more inclusive struc= 

ture II at its own order." Lsee Figure 1y 
How does this ordering occur? The answer to this question is re-

solved through the operation of probabilities. "Whenever event-density in 

all the tangency- regions between the lower-order cycles become sufficient-

ly great the higher or more •macroscopic' structure becomes suddenly 

'probable•. 11 8 The probability limits which rest ricted variations in the 

lower-order units now combine with the added probabilities at higher or= 

der to jointly determine the existence of the new, enlarged pattern. 

Connection between cycles of the sane order and from order to order 

are physical, the cycles of ongoings tied to the cycles of events and 

vice versa. 

The reader may now see a little more clearly the relation between 

the organization theory of Barnard and Allport 1 s theory of event=structure. 

The points of agreenent and disagreement have been generally correlated 

and the broader nature of the circular model illustrated. In Chapter V 

an attempt will be IIjB.de to separate, sone of the. major areas .of ·Barnard's , 

management theories from their present organizational base and to re-

attach them to the broader base of event- structure theory. 

7Allport, Theories of Perception and the Cohcept of Structure, p. 661. 

8Ibid. 



CHAPTER V 

APPLICATION OF ALLPORT 1S THEORY OF EVENT-STRUCTURE 

TO THREE PHASES OF BARNARD'S MANAGEMENT THEORY 

Rather than to continue farther into the purely scientific aspects 

of Allport's theory and by so doing to stray from the scope of our 

thesis , suppose we stop at this __ point to see whether his "blueprints" 

and laws are of value to the working manager. By applying his concepts 

to some of the management problems which Barnard has dredged to the 

surface)) we should be able to determine just how sharp these tools of 

analysis really are. At the same time we will be answering the always 

present question: "Are these techniques simple enough and concise 

enough for the manager to use under the everyday, pressure demands of 

his position?" It will also make it possible for the reader to better 

understand the place of quantities within a non=quantitative structure 

or model. 

The approach to be taken in the material which follows will be a 

rather crude , molar one and will talk in abstract terms such as ma.n9 

worker, manager, incentives~ control 9 groups» and cooperative systems. 

These broad generalizations will be used "as signposts" to draw us 

down the converging avenues to the structures of ongoings and events 

which we know to be the acts or patterns of acts of human beings 

functioning individually and with others. The analyses will -be just 

t horough enough to show that Allport 1 s methods can be of value in the 
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normal affairs of the managerJ but not so thorough as to answer each and 

every one of the questions which might be raised. To do otherwise would 

be to bury the reader in almost endless detail and to divert him into 

fields of interest not his own. 

While this procedure may be dismissed by some as rather unscien

tific, functionalistic, or "glossy and shallow," it is hoped that enough 

positive results can be achieved to intrigue the reader into trying 

event-structure concepts for himself. He will find that Allport has 

been quite successful in his efforts to create a tool which might be 

objectively applied to an extremely broad range of phenomenon. Within 

this range lie the problems the manager has to satisfactorily solve to 

discharge his responsibility of maintaining the equilibrium of the 

cooperative system. 

Three separate management problems will be reviewed. They will be 

arranged in order of complexity of pr esentation rather than in order 

of inherent problem complexity. By following this scheme it is hoped 

that the reader will be led gradually into application of the theory. 

The first section will analyze "resistance-to-change," a basic facet 

of cooperation and willingness to serve or to contribute. The way in 

which a "man" functions as a member of both "formal" and "informal" 

organization will be studied in the second section. And, finally» 

in the last section an attempt will be made to connect event....structure 

theory with communication and authority. 

"Resistance - to - Change" 

Perhaps one of the most commonly discussed topics of so-called 

11 sci entific management" is man's resistance=to-change. Taylor felt 
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that it was responsible for his having been 11 bucked11 at every turn and, 

as a result, he followed a go-slow and plan policy. His standard proce

dure was to select a qualified worker L~ne who also happened to be the 

opinion leader of the grouE7 and to compensate him well for learning new 

methcxis. Barnard points up the sazoo thinking when he considers the in

dividual as the basic "strategic factor11 of all cooperative systems. Then, 

too, present-day management l iterature is filled constantly with all kinds 

and types of techniques designed to deal with and to overcozoo this resis= 

tance to the intrcxiuction of anything new. 

Can Allport 0s event=structure theory be used to objectively analyze 

the problem? The best answer to this question is to actually try to 

visualize the ind~vidual and his various organizational connections by 

using the tools which Allport has laid ou.t for u.s. These tools are: 

1. Ongoings or movements in :multiple roles - 11 n11 lay 

2. Events and four dimensional event-regions 

3. Circular patterns which close themselves - 11 c 11 lay; and 

which are capable of repetition = 11 r 11 lay 

4. Probability densities at the event=regions which in com

bination determine the structure 0s occurrence 

and, 5. Energy considerations and interstructurance indices through 

which a variety of units may be converted to conunon energy 

values and applied to an energy equation. 

Now» if we were to look microscopically at a person we would find 

a l arge number of closed circular patterns or structures such as the cir

culat ory» nervous» and muscle systems. All of these patterns may be 

considered as made up of ongoings and events. The ongoings of the blocxi 

corpuscles and the even~regions of the heart» lungs , and bcxiy cells 

are familiar examples of a repeating cycle posse~sing 11 c11 lay9 "nil lay, 
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and 11 r 11 lay and existing as the result of the combined probabilities of 

above=threshold densities at all of the event-regions in the pattern. 

At a higher 11 order, 11 the individual is said to have a personality, 

to possess the capacity for learning and experience 9 and the ability to 

remember. All of these factors may be pictured as personality meaning

structures; cycles of ongoings and events patterned with the three lays 

of structure through biased and bounded probabilities at the event... 

regions. 

By following this procedure of considering all of the elements 

which go to make up the complex higher order structure which we call 

11 man, 18 it would be apparent that we are dealing with a "matrix-system" 

and that it might be visualized as a hollow sphere with a series of 

interwoven hoops stretched over it . Each of the hoops objectively 

represents one of the circular-circuital patterns of events connected 

by ongoings ; patterns which we would otherwise call personality factors, 

physiological factors I or 9 perhaps 1 11 memory. 11 

Once the process of converting from subjective 9 non-denotable 

terminology to the objectivep geometric event=structure way of visual

izing the various factors which are "man'° has been completed, we find 

that we are dealing with common terms ~ structures» and units. The 

terms are denotable ongoings and events ; the structures are kinemati

cally self=closing patterns; and the units are units of energy. 

We are now ready to qiscuss an individual's resistance=to-change. 

For simplicity of diagl"a.Illingp the matrix: event-system of man which 

we have developed will be shown as a single hoop. The system of the 

manager attempting to install something new, and the system of the 

resisting worker will be treated in this manner. The two hoops are 



i~terstructurant one with the other as illustrated below. 

Manager Worker 

' Structure A Structure B 

Figure 13. The Manager and a Resisting Worker 

Assume the case where the manager, Structure A, has been 11 moti

vated11 by some need or goal £needs may be considered as physiological 

cycles,and goals as IJBaning cycles in the manager's ma.trix-syste.!!!i7 to 

install a new program. He contacts the worker, Structure B, to pre-

sent his proposal and is IJBt with immediate resistance. 
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Using event-structure analysis, here is what has happened. Struc-

ture A has had its energy level increased and, because it is inter-

structurant with B, the two systems immediately tend toward equilibrium 

at some new common energy level. However, since Structure Bis a 

kinematically closed matrix-system it tends to maintain itself at its 

ori ginal levelo This tendency of B1s is the direct equivalent of 

"resistance-to-change" and may be objectively manipulated as a thermo... 

dynamic energy problem. 

We know 1 from the swnmary of All port I s concepts in c.hapter III, 

that Structure B's tendency toward, and its achieveIJBnt of its own 

equilibrium act as negative entropy to the system shown. This negative 

entropy is an element of life to the structure just as the intake of 
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food is to the human bodyo It provides order and thus prevents the 

total system from reaching its own equilibriump a condition of maximum 

entropy which leads to pure randomness or deatho With this behavior on 

B's part» a stable system exists with which the manager may consistently 

deal, for it is a stability that lends itself to accurate prediction. 

The worker 1s actual resistance-to-change may be determined by first 

evaluating the proper energy level of his structure and that of the 

significant cycles interstructurant with it. Once such an evaluation has 

been made~ the structural=dynamic equation can be brought to bear on the 

problem. The algebraic summation of proper energy and weighted manifold 

energy would be equal to the total energy which the worker might be ex

pected to expend in resisting the manager's plans. 

Perhaps the reader might like to convert this extremely simplified 

analysis into a more detailed oneo This could be done by considering 

what happens to the "steady-state" of the above two-structure system 

when the manager attempts to overcome the worker's resistance-to-change. 

Can the normally resulting erratic behavior of the system be related to 

the destruction of the steady-state condition? Knowing the arrangement 

of the system, what recourse does the manager have when change becomes 

necessary? 

Without expanding our consideration of the problem any furtherj it 

i s apparent that Allport 1 s even~structure theory is broad enough and 

objective enough to permit the manager to readily visualize the subject

ive "resistance=to-change11 and to deal with it in an objective manner 

with an assurance of positive solution. 
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Membership in Both "Formal" and "Informal" Organization 

One of the points of difficulty in understanding Barnard's theory 

is the question of how an individual can contribute acts or activities 

to several organizations at the same time. This understanding becomes 

even more difficult when it is related to "formal" and "informal" or-

gani zation o As we saw in Chapter II» the dividing line between informal 

grouping and formal organization is a rather fine one, the only differ-

ence between the two, according to Barnard .P being "common purpose.'~ 

This common purpose acts as the coordinating element which draws the 

other factors together in a combination appropriate to the external 

conditions of the moment. 

Looking at this situation from the event-structure point of view~ 

we firs t must recall that an individual's behavior can be plotted as a 

cycle of ongoings and events such as shown below. 

H 
\ 
G 

Z"'-- initial event-
" A/region 

B 

l 
C 

) ~Mr. 

F~ ior 
~D 

E 

Smith I s behav
cycle 

Figure 14. The Behavior Cycle of Mr. Smith, The Manager 

The event at A is the manager, Mr. Smith's contact with his gray flannel 

suit; B, his getting into the family car, driven by his wife ~ for the 
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daily trip to the train station; C, his entry into the club car; D, the 

start of a day's work; E, a conference meeting; F, a luncheon meeting with 

a customer; G, personal time; H, dictation of company correspondence; and 

so on~ until at Z he returns home in the evening and removes his business 

clothes., 

One quick glance at this listing and the reader can immediately see 

that events at A, C9 and Z belong to one group of events. Those at D, 

E, F~ and Hare part of another . And that Band Gare elemetlts of two 

other separate categories. 

By going back to our kit of tools of analysis we can draw out the 

fact that the de~ignations A, B, C, D, o o o and Z are regions in space 

and time within which ongoings come to event=point. At the order of 

structuring involved in this particular case, ongoings from more than 

one cycle or system give rise to the events which we have listed. 

cooperative system... 
formal .organization 

custom cycle-informal 
organization 

family cycle 

behavior 

Figure 15. Behavior Cycle in "Formal" and "Informal" Organization 

The events at A, C~ and Z connect not only the ongoings of Mr. Smith•s 

behavior cycle but also the ongoings from the cycle or system which we 



normally call "custom." This custom cycle is one of the many cycles 

that Barnard lumps together under the term "informal organization. 11 

The event at Bis one of the connectors of the 11 family 11 structure. 

D9 E» F, and H might iooet Barnard's classification of elements of 

-"formal" organization; while G is the relatively unstructured event 

which Mr. Smith feels belongs to him exclusively. It should be noted 

that the events which are a part of the 11 formal 11 organization might 

very well act as connec.tors in the "informal" structure, too. 

It is evident from the above explanation that event,.,.,structure 

analysis can be easily used to picture a person ' s behavior cycles or 

systems and to show diagrammatically how an individual can contribute 

t o several "organizations" at the same time. But we have yet to se-e 

if it can handle the question of "common purpose." 
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With t he knowledge of the first section for background we know that 

man is a matrix=system composed of many cycles, several of which were 

spotlighted by the demands of the case of resistance=to-,.change. Perhaps 

by bringing the matrix-system into sharper focus we might be able to 

find something to satisfy our present search. Could the previous men

tion of the manager's being "motivated" by a goal give us a clue to 

direct our att enti:on.? . The answer is "yes." The manager's goal is his 

11 end=purpose 11 and » in our new terminology, is his end=purpose cycle. 

This cycle is a 11 meaning-cycle 9 11 interstructurant with the behavioral 

or "means-purpose" cycle. 

From this point it would require very little additional visualiza

tion effort to picture an end=purpose system composed of the tangent 

meaning cycles of a number of persons contributing to a mutual coopera

tive system. The reader by recalling in specific detail almost any one 
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generalized analysis down to more familiar groundo If this were done 

there would be an immediate realization that a 11 tool11 exists for 

understanding the non- objective concept of "common purpose.~ 
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Are Allport 1s ideas of structure valid to the problem of mambership 

in both "formal" and 11 informal11 organization? Is there a place for the 

very abstract "common purpose"? After considering the preceding anal

ysis and applying it to familiar cases~ the reader can only answer in 

the affirmative. 

Communication and Authority 

According to Barnard, 11 Authority is the character of a communication 

/;,rdei} in a formal organization by virtue of which it is accepted by a 

contributor to or •member ' of the organization as governing the action 

he contributes • •o •111 Two aspects are involvedg (1) subjective~ per

sonal acceptance; and (2) the objective character of the communication 

which leads to its acceptance.2 For study it is desirable t9 break 

down the objective aspect into : (a) authority of position; and (b) 

authority of leadership.3 The first , authority of position is an essen

tially impersonal consideration~ while the second j authority of leader

ship depends on the ability of the individual concerned. If the two 

are successfully combined in the system of authority or communication, 

maximum organizational effectiveness and efficiency result o 

lBarnard j Po 163. 

2Ibid. 

3Ibid., p. 173. 
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Almost everyone has, at some time, seen a normal organization chart 

which shows each position and its relation to all the others. A glance 

will tell the level on which a specific job falls and those parallel to, 

above 9 and below it. Transposing Barnard's theories to the chart pres-

entation, the position pyramid may be said to show the lines of objective 

authority or the system of formal communication of the organization. 

While the organization IID.l.St be so "designed" as to furnish a firm 

base for operation, it is a complex task, using standard organization 

charts , to concretely visualize the overall structure and the manner in 

which authority and connnunication work within it. The chart is able to 

provide the answers to the static problems involved but the user himself 

Im1st transpose the dynamics into the static framework , an almost im-

possible job. 

With all of the above thinking in mind, this section will represent 

an attempt to demonstrate how event- structure theory might be applied 

to the subject . As a descriptive vehicle we will use the case of the 

manager and his five-man executive group. 
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Figure 160 The Behavior Pattern of An Executive Group 
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First, let us plot the group as a simplified cycle of cycles, the 

large cycle representing the behavior pattern of the group and each of 

the interstructurant lower order cycles the individual members' behavior 

structureso On the basis of our acquaintance with Allport 1s theory we 

might say that the larger cycle is made up of · the- e:ven:ts of executive 

operation connected by the ongoings of its members. The cycle diagram 

thus takes the place of the standard organization chart and gives us a 

dynamic format with which to worke The positions of individuals' cycles 

demonstrate the ioon's positions in this "organizational" arrangemento 

Now, what do we Ill:lan by the system of formal communication of the 

organization? We may start with the generally accepted definition of 

comnrunication as the process of transferring information from one 

person to another. Information when used in this sense means data, 

facts» and knowledge of different kinds and types. Therefore, the or= 

ganizational communication system must be the "mechanism" through which 

facts flow; or since facts flow from person to person» it must be the 

arrangement of people in organizational positions. 

Translating this into Allportos language we can first say that 

information is energy and that data or facts are units of energy or 

unit...eventso When the manager's cycle energy is raised by contact with 

some tangent structure like a customer, or through some need cycle of 

his own such as the desire for a bonus 9 this energy is normally trans

ferred to the group in the form of an order. The order, as patterned 

units of energy~ raises the probable density of events or energic 

density at the point of tangency~ A» between the interstructurant cycles. 

The number of unit-events is thus increased and the increase distributed 

around the executive cycle until; at kinematic closure~ the flow ceases 
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or is repeated as follow-up orderso So, the system of formal communica

tion may be traced by starting with energic disturbance in the cycle of 

the manager and following it around the executive pattern as directed by 

the arrows o 

This gives us a general picture of how the events of tangency and 

their energies take the . place of "information" and its transmission 

through a communication systemo As yet no attempt has been made to 

bring the problem of authority into the event-structure spotlight. 

Therefore» we must ask the question:> 11 How can 9authority8 be objectively 

dealt with and reduced to a more useful level of abstraction?" 

Going back to our tools of analysis we know that when two cycles or 

systems are interstructurant~ they may act either to reinforce or to 

inhibit each other. This they do by increasing or decreasing the prob

able density of events at the event-regions. Or, they add to or sub

tract from the energy densities of the structures. These changes of 

energy "proceed by a constant Lkinematically determine~ ratio" which 

has been called the index of interstructuranceo4 The index is the 

"mechanism" through which the patterned energies of information are 

transmitted and by our definition is "communication," the process of 

transferring informationo We shall see later that there is a direct, 

objective relation between the index of interstructurance and the 

question of authority of commu.nicationo 

To get into the problem itself, let us take the case described 

above and look at it a little more closelyo When the manager's cycle 

energy is raised by contact with a tangent structure, the number of on

goings in the behavior cycle increases through changes in "n'' lay and 

4Allport~ The Psychological Review~ 61, p. 301. 
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11 r 11 lay o This :ireans that there will be a larger number of ongoings 

entering the event-region at A from Mr. Smith's cycle. A rise in the 

probable density of events or energic density in region A results. This 

is exactly the same behavior pattern as Mre Smith transmitting an order -

11 coded11 or patterned units of energy - to Mr. Jones. 

While this process is taking place 9 Mr. Jones 1 behavior cycle is 

also active. It comes to event=region A as an ongoing role which in

cludes a number of subcycles of "meaning." These rnay be both subjective 

and personal~ and objective and impersonal. They help to determine the 

actual quality and quantity of ongoings per unit tine which enter the 

event-region as Mr. Jones 1 behavior cycle. By doing this» they also 

determine the receptiveness and the capacity of the cycle for the units 

of energy which Mr. Smithis cycle brings to the event-region. This is 

exactly the same behavior as Mr. Jones receiving an order from Mr. Smith. 

Depending upon the number9 type ~ and timing of the ongoings enter

ing the event- region from both Mr. Smith's and Mr. Jones' cycles there 

will either be an increase or a decrease in the energy level of Mr. 

Jones' cycle when Mr. Smith's cycle energy is raised. The indicator of 

this reaction is the index of in:terstructurance which may be either 

positive or negative with a range from Oto 1. 

When the index is positive there is an increase in the energy of 

both behavior cycles; when the index is neg~tive there is a decrease in 

Mr. Jones ' cycle energy. In the former case, the energy transmission 

would be from the manager's cycle through Mr. Jones' cycle» and then to 

the next ongoing cycle in the group. The latter proposition would mean 

that the transfer of energy is reversed and flows from Mr. Jones' cycle 

to the manager's behavior cycle. 
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Converting this explanation back into Barnard's terminology~ we can 

say that an order or communication has authority when the index of inter

structurance is positive and that it lacks authority for the recipent 

when the index is negative. Satisfactory communication of information is 

possible in the positive case, but not in the negative. In addition, the 

meaning cycles of the receiver, such as those dealing with his knowledge 

of the position and leadership ability of the sender, help to determine 

the sign of the index. 

This completes the atte~t to fit event=structure theory to the 

problem of communication and authority. Although the analysis has been 

brief and has considered only very basic elements, we find that the 

design of the theory is adequate for the task and is in no way restricted 

or limited when applied to this portion of management theory. 

By reviewing three of management theory's problems and applying 

the concepts or "tools" of event-structure to them, we have found that 

they are sharp enough to deal objectively with otherwise subjective 

considerations. The techniques of visualization are simple enough for 

the manager, with a good foundation of understanding and a small amount 

of practicej to use in his everyday operations. If they are so used9 

the work of correlating quantities with non=quantitative factors is 

greatly facilitated. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The manager today is confronted with an almost overwhelming variety 

of techniques intended to aid him in understanding and manipulating the 

strategic factors of the environment. Recent efforts in the field of 

management have been directed toward the construction of mathematical 
'·>· 

models which» according to some of their proponents» make the decisions 

for the manager any time the proper quantitative values are "plugged-

• 11 
J.no 

The most major difficulty with this approach is that many elements 

with which the manager works can not be quantified and, therefore, can 

not be included in the mathematical operations. They mu.st be first 

stripped away from the quantities and then reattached after the calcu= 

lations have been completedo This fact is not generally understood by 

those relying on the mathematical model technique. As a result, the 

process of reattachmenty which requires a vast amount of management 

10 know=how," becomes by default, the province of relatively inexperienced 

teehnic ians • 

Behind all this is the basi~ problem, a problem of ordering or 

organization of highly varied data dealing mostly with the behavior of 

people. This data mu.st be converted into some kind of pattern meaning-

ful to the managero 
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8.3 

Since c. I. Barnard I s theory of organization was constructed to 

"usefully explain" the "whys" anc;!_ "hows" of people 1 s behavior in "formal" 

and "informal" organization, it has been condensed and interpreted for 

purposes of comparison with the event-structure theory of F. H. Allport. 

Allportis theory has likewise been condensed and the two theories have 

been compared in order to determine their relative strengths and weak-

nesses o 

It is apparent from this evaluation that Allport 1s concept is, by 

far 9 the stronger of the two from a purely theoretical point of view. 

It is also quite evident that the method provides)) through the use of 

a dynamic non-quantitative model, a way of clearly and objectively 

visualizing the patterning or structuring of not only human behavior 

but of behavior in general. 

The place of quantities · within the non...quantitative structure of 

the model is thoroughly developed and a structural dynamic energy equa

tion devised. 

To test its ease of application., three phases of management theory, 

11 resistance- to=change, 11 membership in II formal" and II informal II organiza

tion, and communication and authority, have been briefly analyzed using 

event...structure postulates. 

The theory has met this test very satisfactorily and it is believed 

that Allport 1 s concept of event~structure provides the manager with a 

basic blueprint, map, or tool of analysis which will aid him in per

ceiving and understanding the ordering, organization» or structuring 

of behavior. By doing this, it will also enable him to place)) in 

proper perspective, the various techniques of modern management. 

For the future there appears to exist an excellent possibility that 
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the event-structure model and its energy equation may be set up in an 

analogue computer and major policies and orders tested for reaction be

fore they are actually presentedo The same approach might be followed 

as a check on the effectiveness of proposed incentive planso From this 

point on, the application for the theory in the management field appears 

to be virtually unlimitedo 
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